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CHE studies
tuition hike

PAYING TRIBUTE

By MICHELE CARLTON
News Editor

If a proposed change in the
Council
of
Higher
Education's tuition-setting
policy is passed, Murray
State University students
may face an increase in
tuition next fall.
Todd Logsdon, president of
the Student Government
Association, attended one of
three
regional
public
hearings the Council held in
Owensboro
to
hear
recommendations for these
proposed changes.
Logsdon said the prUnary
arguments expressed against
increased tuition at the
meeting included the reduced
amount .of student fmancial
aid, non-traditional etudents
and out-of-state students hit
hard because their tuition ia
already higher than in-etate
students'.
According to a press
release from Joe Bill
Campbell, chairman of the
CHE, the Council is looking
at three options reaarding
tuition.
Option one would retain the
current tuition policy and
tuition-setting methods.

Photos by TIM NOLCOX

Several students, administrators and faculty
members participated In a Martin Luther King
Jr. Day rally on campus Monday. Taking part In
the event Included, left, members of Alpha Phi
Alpha and, above, Doria Clark, coordinator of
minority affairs and Don Robertson, associate
vice-president of student affairs.

' Option two would maintain
the current tuition policy and
apply the policy annually
instead of every two years
with consideration given to
the most recent benchmark
figures
and data on
Kentuckians' per capita
personal income (PCPI).
Option three would amend
the current policy and
methodolgy so that tuition
rates would be set at th.e
appropriate
benchn1ark
median rate with no
adjustment for Kentucky's
PCPI.
With the current CHE
tuition-setting policy, Murray
State's tuition would increase
from $670 to $700 per
semester. If the Council
adopts option two, tuition
would increase to $750 per
semester. Adopting option
three would increase tuition
from $670 to $830 per
semester.
Logsdon said the increase
in tuition would hurt MSU in
the long run.
"Kentucky is not a wealthy
state. This increase would
limit the accessibility to
higher education to all
Kentucky residents that wish
to have it," he said.

_ Regents' retreat.~.~. . . .Insurance options explored
. yields differences
Proposed Health Care Employee Costs.BY AMY GREWE

Assistant News Editor

The
Murray
State
University Board of Regents
has begun tackling the
question 9f employee health
insurance.
Regents recently were
presented a comprehensive
insurance package for
University employees to be
voted on at the February
Board meeting.
Joyce Gordon, director of
personnel services said
Faculty Senate, Staff
Congress and the Insurance
and Benefits Committee have
been working together to find
a plan which would suit the
needs
of
University
employees.

By KRISTIE HELMS
Editor in Chief

Resolving differences between the Murr.a y State
University administration and the Board of Regents could
take longer than the seven-hour retreat Saturday at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park allowed.
Those differences arose in the final hour of the meeting
when the administration presented its response to a policy
position paper calling for changes at the University that
the Regents had approved in November.
Some of those changes that touched off discussion during
the retreat included, increasing both full-time and
minority student enrollment; increasing student
employment; and developing a new faculty merit pay
program.
The administration's plan to increase full-time student
enrollment over the next three years included raising
admissions standards, which could have a negative effect
on enrollment, Regent's vice-chairman Sid Easley, said.
"I hope this response isn't meant to reinterpret the policy
paper that we approved," Easley said. "Because I think in
many areas, it just misses the mark."
The administration also suggested three steps to increase ·
minority enrollment, including expanding the Mills
scholarship program, increasing recruitment in urban
areas and continuing efforts to provide a supportive
climate for minorities.
Those steps will not do much to entice minority students
to Murray State, Regent G. Arlivia Gamble, said.
"Today's minority students are at a premium for many
colleges and Murray State campus just by its nature is not
going to be · a campus where we can assume people are
going to come to," she said.
The issue of student employment also caused some
discussion between the administration and the Board.
More than 20 percent of students at Murray State are
employed on campus, a percentage that is considerably
higher than at other state universities. It would be difficult
for the administration to increase employment by the 15
percent that the Regents had earlier requested, President
Ronald J . Kurth said.
Please see REGENTS
'
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University paid coverage of employee and dependent
subsidy
~
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$0
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$361.33

OpUon B
$200.37*
$0
$0

Option C
$297.27*
$246.03*
$233.22*

Opt Out Value
$600.00
$600.00
~.00

$722.66
$0
$169.16* $600.00
·rebates if employee has Insurance somewhere else

Source: MSU DEPT. OF PERSONNEL

Murray State currently
pays total health care costs
for
employees
and
dependents,
but
the
University is now looking at
different options.
"Costs are increasing about

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

20 to 22 percent per year,"
Gordon said. "We've looked
at changes in years passed,
but
we
were
never
financially to the point where
we had to discuss it."
Gordon said three options

of coverage were presented .
"Option A is close to what
the University has now
because the deductible and
out of pocket would be lower,"
she said.
Option
B has high
deductibles and out-of-pocket
expenses. Option C offers
rebates to employees with
higher deductible and out-ofpocket expenses.
Gordon said all groups saw
the plan before it was
presented to the Board and
had a chance to respond to it.
Faculty Senate sent a
memo to the Board stating it
"recognized the importance
of having all members of the
Please see OPTIONS
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New system soon to be reality
By JENNY WOHLLEB
Assistant News Editor

For those who fmally feel
confident in the library get
ready for a change. It's time
to say good-bye to the old and
hello to the new.
A new computer system .i n
the Waterfield Library may
be operational by the end of
February. The system will
allow users to look up
materials more quickly and
easily than using the card
catalogue.
Coy Harmon, dean of
libraries, has worked on this
project for eight years.

Mark Your Calendar---Important campus dates for spring semester 1993:
Feb. 26 - 27 Board of Regents meetings
OVC Tournament, Lexington
March 4-6
March 6 • 13 Spring Break, classes dismissed
March 27
Miss MSU Scholarship Pageant
April 19 - 23 Spring Week
SGA Elections
April21
May 8
Comm'-'nceme ... :
Graphic b y HEATHER BEGLEY

"We've loaded the bulk of
our catalogue holdings into
the computer," said Harmon.
"We're bar coding the
material right now. It should
all be done by the end of
February."
Harmon said all of the
programs in the system will
not be operational until
summer. Students will
initially be able to use the
computers to look up
materials.
The computer will tell you
where the book is located in
the library, if it'" is currently
available, bibliographic

~ A CLOSER LOOK
~Equal Oppodunltles
Females may be making inroads into administrative positions in many industries, but women
still eam less than males in average weekly
salary.
,
According to a recent state newspapers report, Murray State University has 50 per~ent of
women in managerial roles, butthesalanes are
only 63 percent of what males in similar positions earn.
MSU officials. hope to study equal pay .
Stories on Page 5

"We have to load your
information and a physical
into
the
description that includes the information
number of pages and the size computer to get your library
number, " Harmon said.
of the book in centimeters.
Eventually students will be "That takes time."
able to use the computers to
Harmon is also working to
reserve materials. Users will make Murray State a part of
also be able to see if there is a Internet, a system that hooks .
waiting list for a book and up the libraries of different
what number they are on the schools.
list.
Susan Dunman, systems
Harmon said this program administrator, said the card
takes the most work so it will catalogue will be left in place
be the last one operational. after the system is up.
Students need a library card,
"It will still be available
which will be a number on
for
some time while we're in
their Racer Card, to reserve
transition," Dunman said.
materials.

Murtay Clan

Index

Murray State University U>raries have
been designated as the official repository of the papers of the Murray Clan
Society of North America.
The materials will be housed In the
Pogue Library. Included in the collections are materials relating to the history and culture of western Kentucky,
surrounding states and the state from
which most of the settlers came. its
collections of local history and genealogy are nationally known and recognized, Dr. Keith M. Heim, head of special collections and archives at the li·
brary, said.

Arts & Entertainment ................ 10
Campus Life ............................... 7
Cartoons .................................. 1 2
Classifieds ................................ 15
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Focus ........................................ 5
Letters .......................................4
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NEWSBRIEFS
Support programs available

Association seeks members

The Murray State Counseling and Testing Center and the
Wonwn's Center will be providing group counseling and support p•·ograms this semester.
Sessions on positive parenting for parents of adolescents
will lw on Mondays from 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. beginning Feb. 8
in Ordway Hall room 301
Adult children of alcoholic and dysfunctional families will
meet. on Wednesdays n·om 3:30p.m. to 5 p.m. beginning Jan.
27 in room 201 of Ordway Hall.
Adult survivors of child sexual abuse will also meet
Wednesdays from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in room 301.
The women of color support group will meet from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. the first and taird Wednesdays of each
month beginning Jan. 27 in Ordway Hall room 201.
Assertiveness training will meet on Thursdays from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. beginning Jan. 28 in room 301 Ordway Hall.
The center also plans to offer an eating disorders therapy
group when enough interest is expressed.
Fo•• more information contact Jane Etheridge or Bill
Allbrjtten at 762·6851.

• The Kentucky Writers Association, a newly formed
organization designed to support Kentucky writers, is seeking members from across the state.
The association publishes a bi-monthly newsletter which ..
offers news, market information and a calendar of regional •
writers' events. It also sponsors a number of writing and self·
publishing workshops to be held across the state.
Membership is open to both published and unpublished
writers of any age. Dues are $20, or $15 for full-time
students. For mor e information write to: The Kentucky
Writers Association, P.O. Box 401, Bowling Green, Ky
42102.

Professors make presentations
Two Murray State professors recently conducted presenta·
tions to the 1992 Inter national Winter Meeting of the
American Society of Agricultural Engineers (ASAE).
Tony Brannon and Dwayn e Driskell, both assist ant pro· ~
fessors of agriculture, made presentations on "Mechanical
Harvesting of Dark Fired Tobacco" and "Teaching 4-H
Youth Electrical Safety: Present and F uture."
ASAE is a worldwide professional and technical organiza. ..
tion whose members are dedicated to the advancement of •
engineering applicable to agricultural and other biological
systems.

Alumni t o elect officers
Twelve Murray State alumni are competing for six offices
for the 1993-1994 term of the MSU Alumni Association.
The vice presidency and five executive council positions are
on the ballot. The vice president of the association will
become president-elect and then president. The two Alumni
Association vice presidential candidates are Cathy Crecelius
and Roger Perry.
,
Crecelius lives in Paducah, where she is promotionpublic
affairs manager with WPSD-TV. She earned her bachelor's
deg.-ee from Murray State in 1976. Perry is a partner in the
Benton law firm of Long and Perry and earned his bachelor's
degree from Murray State in 1971.
Ten candidates are on the ballot to fill five executive council vacancies. They include Juanita Reeser Amonett of
Paducah, Kuyla Barrett of Nashville, Tenn., Tommy Blair of
Paducah. Shirley Castle of Hopkinsville, Jim Cullivan of
Paris, Tenn., Josiah Darnall of Antioch, Tenn., Loretta
Wagner Dodd of Cape Girardeau, Mo., Marjorie Shroat Dunn
ofMurray, Danny Hudspeth of Murray and Ann Jones Smith
of Mayfield.
1fembers of the Alumni Association must return their
ballots by Jan. 31, to the Alumni Affairs Office, 1 Murray St.,
M u l'l'ay, Ky. 42071.

Professor attends AAR

Photo by JUD COOK

Carolyn Sm ith, Executive Director of Rape VIctims
Services, listened while Lee Magllner, an Alcohol
and Drug Counselor, spoke at a panel d iscussion
Wednesday about alc oho4 and sexual misconduct.
·

Professor elected to office
Learning c enter offers classes
Clnsses in English grammar and general math for adults
will be offered Mondays from 6 to 9 p.m. beginning Jan. 25.
The classes will meet in the Adult Learning Center (ALC) for
seven weeks and are free of charge.
Anyone interested in enrolling should call the ALC at
762-6971 hefore .Jan. 25, or visit the Center in room 206 of
Roy Stewal't. Stadium, Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to

4·aqnm
't \ \
•,

J')

1\

Terry H. Foreman, associate professor and chairman of the
department of philosophy and religious studies, recently attended a session at the annual meeting of the American
Academy of Religion (AAR) in San Francisco.
Foreman has been a member of the AAR since 1972 and a
memeber of the Murray State faculty since 1975. The AAR is the world's largest professional or ganization of scholars of
religion.

Bert A. Siebold, a professot· in the department of industrial
and engineering technology, will serve as president-elect of
the Kentucky Applied Technology Education Assoication
(KATEAl for the 1992-1993 academic year.
Siebold was elected to the position at the association's fall
conference, held in Louisville, Nov. 5-7. He has been a
member of the organization's executive hoard since 1989. He
will serve as prfJsident in 1993-1994 and post-president in
1994-1995.

Week In Preview
• Carnival. People Awareness Week activity. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m., today,
Curris Center second floor.
• • Heritage Symposium. The department of humanistic studies is
sponsoring a free symposium entitled "Soottlsh Culture and Its
Legacy" at 3:30 p.m. today in the auditorium of Wrather West Kentucky Museum. For more information call Trudy Baker at 762-6888.
• Meeting. Young Democrats, 4 p.m., Tuesday, Mississippi room.
8 Rush. Panhellenic Council will be holding spring formal rush
Wednesday to Feb. 2. For more information call the Panhellenic Coun·
ell at 762-4299.
• Scholarships. Applications are available for the 1993-1994
academic year in the scholarship office on the first floor of Sparks Hall.
Deadline Is March 1.
• Employment. Placement Services will be sponsoring a summer job
fair from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Feb. 2, in the Curris Center Ballroom. For
more information call the placement office at 762-3735.

·'
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Murray Laundry Center

Thanks
•step Aerobics/Muscle CondltlonlnC Cluaes
11 cla-ea per week
•eertlfied, experienced teachers
•s afe wood flooring
•No contract/ No cancelled claues
•studenta $18 or $2/ clua
·s Evening ctaues per week

Woodman of the World Building

Kelly Carr and Jill Tucker
for an awesome

Red Rose!
Love, your sisters in

Dry.cleamn, 6: Alteratlona

Alpha Omicron Pi

Monday-Saturday 7:30 a.m.-11:30 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.·ll p.m.

Downtown, Murray
CALL PAM THOMAS at 753-2410 T ODAY!

Bel-Air Center S . 12th St.

759-2570

ALVIN & EVA COOK

Owaen

MSU Students!!!

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
(502) 753-1806

WE MAY NOT H '!'BE UOGEIT nT 1R &JU: TD llaT

"WELCOME BACK''

Baseball Cards

cl.(\:.fo4'.t<

Monday, Tuesday and, ·suy, Sell, T,.d.Thursday 2:30 - 7 p.m.
616 S. 4th St.
Friday 2:30 - 6p.m.
Murray, KY 42071
Saturday 10 a.m. · 6 p.m.
CLOSED Wednesday and Sunday

.i.L. _i.L_i.L.II..

Rudy's Restaurant
60 years on the square
A taste of home cooking
Catfish dinners on Friday & Saturday
Friday 5 a.m.·8 p.m.
Saturday 3 p.m.-8 p.m•
. I'J..f.i..

SuppUes

753-2744

Now you can use your declining
balance at the
University Bookstore.
Purchase anything from school
supplies to Greek & Racer
· memorabilia!
TT

•

ookstore
. 7 62-4388

~

•

..
•
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Pike pledges· plead not guilty

POLICE BEAT
Jan. 11

Judge asked to accept pre-trial diversion agreement
Staff Report

Thirteen Pi Kappa Alpha
pledges were indicted on Dec.
11 on misdemeanor charges
stemming from an apparent
prank.
According to the grand
jury indictment, the pledges
were allegedly involved in
causing damage to the
personal property and the
trailer of Quentin Clark and
committed fourth degree
assault on Tami Clark. who
is pregnant.

10:34 a.m.- Mrs. Kurth reported a theft from a locker in
Carr Health.
5:59 p.m.- An occupied elevator in Elizabeth Hall was
reported stuck between the flfth and sixth floors. Central
Plant was advised.
Jan. 12
1:41 p.m.- A telephone was reported missing from the
fourth floor of Franklin Hall.
4:02 p.m.- General Services reported small pellet holes in
the front window. Holes thought to be from a BB gun or sling
shot.
8:39 p.m.- The Boy Scouts of America Museum alarm was
activated and found ok.

The 13 pledges all pleaded
Foust said he expects to local
underpriviledged
not guilty to the charges of render a decision within group, Ward said.
third degree criminal three to four weeks.
The pledges indicted on
mischief,
a
Class
B
Commonwealth Attorney Dec.
11
are:
Brian
misdemeanor, and fourth Mike Ward, who is serving
Berryman,
Bud
Bumphus,
degree assault, a Class A as special prosecutor in the
Rick Casey, Dane Chandler,
misdemeanor.
case, said the pre-trial David Couger, Ty Curling,
diversion agreement calls Michael Dock, Brandon
for
the pledges to present four Hayes, David Jackson, Jason
Special District Judge
programs
to
area Miller, Todd Throgmorton,
Dennis Foust will revtew
universities
on
the
effects
of Chad Parker, Nick Winsett..
tapes of testimony heard by a
Calloway County Grand Jury hazing.
At press deadline, the
The pledges must also Murray State University
before he decides to accept a
proposed pre-trial diversion perform 100 hours of judicial board was still
agreement.
community service for a reviewing the incident.

Students visit Europe
on exchange p rogram
By TERRY HAREWOOD
Senior Staff Writer

At least nine more Murray State University undergraduates can tell o~ers how it
feels to be a student in a foreign country.
That is because these individuals
experienced the challenge of being
international students when they spent the
fall semester at various European
universities.
Jill Fisher, Tracy L. Simmons.
Christopher M. Martin, Thomas A. Mills,
Michael and Rebecca Burnett enrolled at the
University of Regensburg in Regensburg,
Germany.
Kristin Thompson and Lee Scott Lingo
studied at the University of Sunderland,
Sunderland, England.
Mark W. Gibson spent his semester at the
Technical University of Budapest in
Hungary.
The nine were part of the Internation~l
Student Exchange, an educational
arrangement between MSU and many
universities abroad.
"An unforgettable cultural experience" is
· how some of these students explained their
study abroad, "one that is second to none."
"It was awesome," Thompson said of her
Sunderland experience, "I would not trade it
for anything in the world."
.
. Thompson, a junior radio·t.elevision major
from Shelbyville, said her experience 'taught
her to be more culturally aware and to have
a greater interest of the world.
.
"I will go to the international student

Jan. 13
8:00 a.m.- A wooden desk and book holder was reported
missing from Woods Hall.
2:31 p.m.- An automobile accident was reported on 15th
and Olive streets. No injuries were reported.
4:15p.m.- Noise coming from a heater was reported in
White hall. Central plant was advised.
Jan. 14
1:10 a.m.- People were reported throwing objects from the
Chestnut Street overpass. Nothing was found.
12:38 p.m.- A false fire alarm in Woods Hall was reported.
1:25 p.m.- An automobile accident was reported at 14th
Street and Woods Hall. No injuries were reported.
3:04 p.m.- A windshield was reported broken in a S-10
truck in the Franklin Hall area.
3:57 p.m.- Skateborders in front of Waterfield Library
were asked to leave because of disturbing patrons.
5:15 p.m.- Plumbing problems were reported on the thirq
floor of Springer Hall. Central Plant was advised.
8:16p.m.- An automobile accident was reported on 14th
and Olive streets. No injuries were reported.
10:43 p.m.- An elevator was reported stuck on the fifth
floor of Hart Hall. Central Plant was advised.

SGA reviews
proposal
Staff Report

Tuition increases were the
topic of concern of the Student
meetings this semester," Thompson said.
"I really want to help organize some trips Senate division of the Student
Government Association in
for international I:Jtudents.
"I was taken on many trips while I was in its meeting Wednesday.
SGA president Todd
Sunderland and I want to help international
students to feel welcome here like I was in Logsdon and Dale Wilson,
EngJand," Thompson said.
non-traditionaVcommuter
Thompson said there were many notable student representative from
differences between the Murray State the University Center Board,
represented SGA at hearings
e~erience and the Sunderland experience.
"At Murray, I learned a lot about my held by the Council on
Education
in
career and I gained a lot of book Higher
knowledge," she said. "But at Sunderland I Owensboro Tuesday. They
learned a lot about the world and about · submitted comments against
the possible tuition increases
myself.
For Fisher, life in Regensburg, a city of by the Council.
130,000 inhabitants situated just north of
Logsdon said the committee
Munich, taught her to be more independent.
was open to suggestions, but
"I was living on my own, away from all the results of their efforts
the rules and regulations," she said. "It was will not be known until the
a little scary at first because we had no one Council meets again Feb.· 8
to really show us around, but we adapted in Frankfort.
quickly."
In other business!
Fisher,
a
sophomore
business
•
SGA will .host an open
administration and German major from
house
for all students in the
Huntington, Ind., said she made great
Currie Center rocking chair
friendships.
Fisher, who is also on exchange thiS lounge Wednesday.
semester at t1le University of Montana, said • OVC tournament books
she now knows how it feels to be a minority.
are available in the SGA
"There was a lot of prejudice there," she office. Cost is $18.
said. "A lot of times when you go up to a
• Campus Planner inserts
German and he realized you were a for Spring semester campus
foreigner he wouldn't even talk to you."
activities are available for
Nevertheless, the semester in Germany all students in the SGA
was a rewarding experience, Fisher said.
office.

Jan. 15

10:56 a.m.- A heater was reported smoking and unplugged
in Richmond hall.
Jan. 16
12:57 a.m.- Water was reported leaking through the lobby
ceiling in Hart Hall. Central Plant was advised.
7:45 a.m.- A fire alarm in the"Lowry Center reportedly
went off. The alarm was reset and no problem was found.
9:08 a.m.- A resident in Regents Hall reported that she
had no hot water on the eighth floor. Central Plant was
advised.
9:13a.m.- Livestock was reported outside of a fenced area
at the West Farm. Heathcott was advised.
10:27 a.m.- Elevator& :were reported not to be operating in
Elizabeth Hall. Centiil Plant was advised.
4:27 p.m.- A wallet was reported stolen from Carr Health.
Jan. 18
mn.;~ l>'lL "lunt
12:53 p.m.- A false fire alarm on the fourth floor of White
Hall was reported.
4:03 p.m.- Wayne Harper, associate director of grounds
department, was notified about icy streets and sidewalks on
campus.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by
Herb Banks, assistant sports editor, from materials cwailable
/Q the public at the public safety office.

WELCOME
M SU · STUDENTS!
We have
a special account

Better Atmosphere!
More Equi ment!
Same LOw ·rices!
Semester membershi~s Available
Mike Ray & Scott Overby Owners.
1510 Chestnut
Across fron1 Super America

for you!

Racer Special Account
• 175 free duplicate checks
each school year
• No Minimum Monthly
Balance
• No per.check fee
• Big M Money Machine Cord
(based on approval)
• f?ocer Special T-shlrt

HOURS: Monday -Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

,... 'i •

6a.m. - 10 p.m.
6a.m. - 8p.m.
9a.m. - 6p.m.
noon - 6p.m.

The Bonk of Murray believes In you
and your future. and we know that
the key to o succ8S$ful future Is
having good bonking sensei The
Racer Special account makes bonk·
lng easy a nd tunI Stop by any of our
Bonk of Murray locations a nd open
your Ra cer Special account todayl

.Bank of

A Peoples First Corpora/ton Banll

l."\IH.iSITt' BRA\CII

\W~OFFlCE

:'10RTII12TIISMET
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VIEWPOINT
COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL

Pikes should be
penalized more

KRISTIE
HELMS
Editor In
Chief

Higher tuition
would insure
goo d education

In a pre-trial agreement, Commonwealth
Attorney Mike Ward recommended 100 hours of
community service as punishment for 12 Pi
Kappa Alpha pledges involved in an apparent
kidnapping, assault and the destruction of
· private property?
For the theft of athletic memorabilia from Duke
and the University of North Carolina, the
U n iversity of Kentucky Pike chapter was
sentenced to 2000 hours of community service,
probation and had their pledge class taken away
for the spring and fall semesters of 1993.
Is stealing Christian Laettner's old jersey so
much more heinous than an apparent assault
and kidnapping?
The UK Pikes were penalized by the
administration because no formal charges were
filed by the universities involved. The MSU
Judicial Board will have the opportunity to follow
the example set by UK's administration and
impose additional penal~ies.
We hope the Murray State Judicial Board will
demonstrate the same courage shown by the
University of Kentucky administration when it
decides whether Pi Kappa Alpha will be further
penalized--whether stealing basketball mementos
really is worse than an apparent assault and
abduction.
·
The actions of these pledges should not be
punished by a token slap on the wrist. The
Judicial Board needs to demonstrate that
infractions hold serious consequences and those
responsible will be held accountable.

Board should not
retreat from MSU
Last weekend, the MSU Board of Regents
descended upon Cadiz for a retreat to discuss
measures affecting everyone at this university.
Who are they retreating from?
This campus is where the effects of those
decisions are felt, not Cadiz. Meet here, where
interested students can attend and where you can
actually see the students, meet the staff and talk
to those whose lives will be influenced by your
decisions.
In order to best serve the.needs of the students,
faculty and staff at this university, it is
imperative that the Board of Regents knows the
students, faculty and staff.
We want the Board of Regents to be as much a
part of.Murray State as we are, but in order for
that to happen they need to meet us on our home
turf. That turf is in Murray, not Cadiz.
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Pike 'hazing' incident leaves mother angry
Dear Editor:
I was to have become a
grandmother for the first time
in 1993. Now all I can do is
wait and pray and wonder:
Will my first·born grandson
be OK? Or will the trauma,
physical and emotional,
experienced by his mother-tobe, result in birth defects?
My
daughters
were
assaulted by 12 members of
the Murray State University
Pike pledge class. Those 12
Murray State students cut the
phone lines to my daughter's
trailer before they forced their
way into her home in an
attempt to carry out a "bad
ace" (a form of hazing) on
Tami'a husband, Quentin, a
Pike active. Tami, five
months pregnant, and her
sister, Tari, tried to prevent
the 12 males from entering
the trailer because they feared
for the safety of Tami's
husband--they suspected the
ace would result in his
kidnap. Once the 12 pledges
had forced their way into the
mobile home, the scuffle
continued in the tiny
bedroom. Tami became
increasingly upset because the
men wouldn't leave her home,
because her home was being
damaged, and because her
husband was being attacked.
As she pleaded with the Pike
pledges to leave her home, she
was struck in the abdomen
and her feet were knocked
from under her--causing her
to fall. She screamed in pain,
"You've hurt my baby! You've
hurt my baby!" The assault
continued. Tari was terrified
tha t her sister was being
injured and she fought harder
than ever to make the 12 Pike
pledges leave the trailer. Both
my daughters looked into the
faces of those men and begged
them, tearfully, to leave.
Only after Quentin had
been carried ofT from their
home,
with
his
eyes
blindfolded, his hands cuffed,
and his legs duct taped, dld
the men leave. Shattered
glass, muddied carpet, a
broken bed, a damaged wall,
a severed phone line and a
crying pregnant woman and
her terrified sister are what
t h ose 12 Pike pledges left
behind as they continued
undaunted, their bad ace.
What they forced Quentin to
suffer Quentin is "pledged" to
keep secret. What parent
could reflect on this image
and not feel horror?
I've read the news accounts
of the
"prank."
I've
stomached the pleas of
sympathy for those "poor,

> . !L&

unfortunate young men." I've
suffered the indignities of
pressure on our daughters not
to press charges.
And then I remember what
those Murray State students
did and I remember, seeing
them later--laughing, joking.
I remember sitting on my
daughter's hospital bed,
watching her cry from the
pain
of
pre-mature
contractions. I remember
wiping the tears from her
small face and the blood from
her bruised mouth. I
remember the countless
nights since the attack that
I've comforted both my
daughters after nightmares
that caused them to relive the
assault. I remember that it
isn't over for us: Tari, one
semester
away
(rom
graduation, may not return to
school in the spring. We are
told that the baby may
evidence birth defects due to
the attack as much as a year
after his birth. Quentin
struggles to make sense of it
all-he's caught in the middle.
And here I sit asking
questions.
Who was in the wrong here?
Who attacked whom?
Why did those 12 men cut
the phone lines?
Why did they force their
way into Tami's home?
When they saw. she was
home, why didn't they leave?
When Tami began to
scream, "You're hurting my
baby!",
why didn't they
leave?
Why did they keep Quentin
out until the next morning-his wife in the hospital
having
pre-mature
contractions?
How could the Pike
fraternity say that Tami
knew the
pledges were
coming (so she shouldn't have
been home) in one breath,
then claim they (the Pike
fraternity) had no prior
knowledge?
Why was Tari (also
assaulted) not allowed to
testify at the grand jury
hearing?
Why was Mike Ward (a
Pike alumnus ) allowed to
serve as prosecuting attorney?
Why did Joe Chaney (Pi
Kappa Alpha faculty advisor)
tell Tari and Quentin they
shouldn't press charges?
Why are the Pikes going to
allow these 12 males into the
fraternity after what they've
done?
Is the Pike organization
afraid to black ball the
pledges because they know the
pledges
could
provide

•

evidence against the Pikes
and hazing?
When he was asked why the
pledges didn't stop when they
saw Tami was getting
injured, why did a Pike say,
"They would have been in
trouole with the Pike
fraternity if they had started
something and not finished
it"?
If "bad ace" (hazing)
happens on the Murray State
campus (and we all know it
does), will MSU use this as a
chance
to
set
a
precedent against hazing or
will MSU ignore what has
happened?
Why was the Judicial Board
bearing postponed?
· Exactly what are our
daughters and sons learning
at Murray?
Is this an example of what
other parents may expect to
happen to their daughters if
they allow them to come to
MSU?
Why has the news media
failed to cover perspectives
other than the pledges/Pikes?
Why did a Pike claim that
because be worked for The
Murray State News, he could
get the story quieted?
Will justice truly be serve'd ?
The closing of a year
prompts most of us into
reflecting on the just-finished
chapter of our lives. We think
about the ups and downs and
the
might-have-beens,
considering the consequences
of both. And we attempt to gaze
into the new year, hoping that
somehow this year-end
assessment will help us to
grow and to learn to make the
new year better than the last.
But it's different for me this
year. This year I'm left with
more questions than answers.
E. Carolyn Tucker

Bargain shopping is not
always all that it is cracked
up to be. I once bought the most
beautiful sweater you've ever
seen off the clearance rack. It
.was hand-knit by some nuns
in Europe, and it just
happened to match nearly
everything I owned. I was so
careful with the •thing,
keeping my notebooks away
from it to avoid snags and
even going to the trouble of
washing it by hand. It didn't
help. By the second month the
darn thing had holes all over
it and looked down-right
ratty.
I learned my lesson. There
are just some things that
shouldn't be bought at a
bargain. Quality should be a
more important criteria than
the price tag. This should also
hold true when shopping for
higher education.
The Council of Higher
Education is considering
proposals that would in the
event of budget cuts from the
state, raise tuition at
Kentucky's colleges and
universities by, at the most,
$130 per semester.
This move is the council's
effort to counteract possible
state cuts that might further
undermine acade~cs. ~tate
schools .. In other I w"'or<.ts, the
council is looking for quality
education. And as students,
shouldn't that be what we're
looking for too?
sure; nobody wants to pay
more money than they
already are, but will $130
tacked on to our tuition make
that much of a difference? An
extra $130 will most likely not
keep anyone out of school, and
it will ensure that your
diploma means something
when you graduate.
If you receive scholarships
or financial aid, you would
barely notice that extra $130.
If you work to pay for the
tuition, a few overtime hours ·
or an extra week on the job
will easily cover it. Or if you
don't have time to work more,
then don't go to the movies, or
don't buy those two new
outfits. It's hard--believe me I
know--but a little extra
scrimping and saving will
defmitely be rewarded in the
long run by receiving a
quality education. I would
hate to think that even though
I spent thousands of dollars
on college I didn't receive a
quality education because I
didn't want to spend a couple
of hundred more dollars.
And I would defmitely hate
to think that I lost out on a
$30,000-a-year job simply
because I'd rather have a new
outfit over knowledge. Down
the road, if we don't make
sure that we receive a good
education, we may fmd that
our diploma has as many
holes in it as that clearance
sweater.

et

Editor's note
Parties named in the
preceding
letter
were
contacted to comment when
possible.
Tami Clark verified that
events occurred exactly as
described by her mother.
In response to claims that he
pressured involved parties not
to press charges, former PKA
faculty advisor Joe Chaney
said, "I have not pressed
anybody to do anything. I've
asked everybody to think
before they act."
P~ Kappa Alpha president
Randy Privette declined
comment on the charges,
citing pending legal action.

The MSU Judicial Board
could not be reached for
comment.
In response to criticisms of
this publication, Michele
Carlton, News Editor, said no
Pi Kappa Alpha member
approached her to try to
control the coverage of this
incident.
Coverage was based on
police reports and interviews
with as many involved
parties as could be reached.
The Murray State News has
a policy to be as objective and
fair as possible in reporting
the news.
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Female salaries fall short of average
While many women in both the
private and public sectors are trying
to break the •glass ceiling: women at
l Murray State University have made
some inroads into management
positions, but their salaries still lag
, behind male counterparts.
• According to a recent report by the
Le"ington Herald Leader, Murray
1
State University has 50 percent of
" females in administrative jobs, but
L average salaries are only 63 percent
· of average salaries paid to men.
' However, the figures in the report
were misleading for Murrav State
' Univeraity, sa1d Anita Lawson,
1
aeeiltant to the president.
1 In order to supply numbers for the
· report MSU submitted categories I,
II and Ill. Category I includes
executive/managerialladmin, istrative and Category II includes
• faculty. The third category includes
- professional non-faculty. However,
" the report in the newspaper only
,.. dealt with full-time employees, she
' said.
I

Employment reports f'lled under
' EE0-6 to the Equal Opportunity
. Employment Commission do include
.. part-time employees, Lawson said.
1,; Other universities in the state did not
· submit numbers from all three
categories for the Herald Leader's
report, Lawson said.
Females in Category I and III
positions tended to be in the lower
"' paid positions, Lawson said.
' -But when you put in category m
and th~refore you include every single
job at the University calling for a
' baccelaurate degree which gets you
• down to recruiters in the school
., relations office, and you start
comparing with vice presidents and
~

According to the Fact Book, MSU
bad 79 full-time female faculty
members and 257 full-time male
faculty members for 1987-88. Since
progress in employing more females in
A recent computer analysis by the ·
that academic year, the figure has
high-level positions, but salaries are not
Lexington Herald Leader revealed that
been on a roller coaster ride.
equalized.
Murray State University was making
However, Lawson contends that the
University does try to equalize
salaries when possible.
Service,
Service,
female
female
For 1988-89, females composed 93 •
121
Maintenance
Maintenance
of the faculty positions, but the figure
male
dropped to 89 for the 1989-90 school
male
Skilled Crafts
Skilled Crafts IE==:::~~
year. The number of female faculty
members
increased to 102 for the
Technical,
Technical,
1990-91
year
and it decreased to 95
Paraprof.
Paraprof.
for the 1991-92 year.
Secretarial,
Secretarial,
•r think that it's encouraging that
Clerical
Clerical
females clo increase every year: she
'said. •we are making a concerted
Professional
Professional
11
effort to hire minorities and to hire
Non-faculty
Non-faculty
females.•
11
Exec.,
Exec.,
Lawson said as females are
Admin.,Mng.
Admin.,Mng.
promoted from assistant profesaors to
20*
30*
asaociate professors and ultimately to
o·
300*
o·
200*
"number of employees
full profeiBOl'B, the pay will increase.
Slo_u_rce_:O_F_R_C_E_O_F-INS-11TUTI--ON-AL_R_ESEA--R-CH----------------:::G=raph=lc:::by~H:;,EA;7,;TH~E~R:-;;B~E;G;LE;;-Y~
Another factor in determining pay
se of budget cutbacks, Booth scales is the discipline in which a
the president; I think that's more the president of academic and student becau
person teaches, she said.
•So .:r:_...:plines that pay the most
apples and oranges approach," affairs, said the University does need said.
· a gap m
·
For faculty pos1't1'ons, malee r. · mew.DI,;'
T -·wson said.
to find out w b Y t b ere lS
t
th business areas are•
sa1ari
outnumber females by 157 positiongi t'l.Qf ~~ ance e
•
es.
.:a~ ........ to th 1991_92 MSU Fact not disciplines were f~me}es are
"There are some things that can be women's
said about that (salary) cap: she said.
In order to do this, Booth suggests accor-.....ue
e
concentrated," Lawson S8ld.
However, the University has not that the University study how long an Book.
•[
At !Murray State, only four
One reason for why female facUlty • departments are chaired by women
conducted a formal study about salary individual has been in a position and
comparisons between males and then how that position compares to a memb~rs receive lov.:er pay. th.an and only one of the women is
females.
similar job in the private sector.
males 18 that many ~JUSt begmrung chairman of a discipline which isn't
"Once you determine what the real to enter the acadenuc world. Females female dominated _ health, physical
Don Kassing, vice president
of university relations and gap is, you look at the basic wit~ Ph.D's usually enter at the education and rehabilitation.
administrative services, said he hopes compensation package with base ass1stant professor rank, and then
The u
ldLeade-'
te
the University does conduct a formal salary,,. Booth said. •If the female is advance, Lawson said.
.c:eraal
alrdsthcomt':.. ..~
stud
paid leu than the male, then you look
.
.
analyslB so reve e
at ~e
ue''said a study should include a at the base salary and make
-whe.n a new person 18 hired, the facUlty received an average of111,072
compensation package. Thia package corrections."
salary 18 lower than the one who left less than males. Females in executive
would include cost of living
Although the University had a it .<the ~ositio~),• Lawson said. •I and managerial positions only earned
adjustments, merit pay' market pay• certain amount of money set aside for ~ thi.s remama. an area that the 67 percent of tlie average salaries
. ternal eqw.'ty and promotion.
equalizing salaries several years ago, Umvers1ty
continues to give p81'd to males m
. s1muu. .1 posr'tions.
m
•
James Booth, provost and vice that situation has now ch ange d scrutiny.

'Glass Ceiling' at Murray State
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·Weaver's luck pays off
Lady Luck seems to have
dealt Jan Weaver a very good
band.
Weaver, dean of Murray
State University's college of
education, has lucked into
many of her leadership
positions both at MSU and in
national
educational
OIJanizations.
I've just been fortunate,"
Weaver said. •It always
amazes me when rve stood up
for election when rve run. I've
just been blessed.•
Weaver, who earned degrees
from Kentucky Wesleyan
College
and
Indiana
University, said she never
dreamed of being an
administrator in higher
education while she was
growing up in Owensboro.
"' never set out to do these
, things in my career," she said.
"' never had the goal of being
an administrator."
As a child who grew up in
the post World War II era.
Weaver said many children
~ were not encouraged to obtain
'• college degrees, but her
parents did not stand in her
'' way of graduating from college.
-· •My
parents
were
· emancipated. They never
' thought the only role for
women was to marry.
"My generation went to
"' college if and only if ~meone
encouraged them or if they got
, a scholarship or if their
parents were wealthy, • she
said.
· She said her parents did not
divide chores up between the
children based on a specific
gender. Instead, the children
were all taught the same skills
and were taught to be
" courteous..
Iri addition. Weaver said she
( also had a part-time job during
r her high school years.
~
•It gave me a measure of
pride,"
she
said.
At a time when many women
r did not consider college as an

D
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Jan Weaver
dean of education
option, Weaver said she was
encouraged to seek a degree by
her high school Latin teacher.
During her sophomore year of
college. a history professor
asked her if she had considered
graduate school.
"What is graduate school?"
was the question she asked her
professor.
She said her professor told
her that a graduate degree
would allow her to become a
teacher in a higher education
institution.
When she worked on her
master's at Indiana University,
she met her eventual husband.
~Y husband was unique for
his generation and he
encouraged me,• she said.
Because of her experiences
with higher education, she
decided to start the guidance
program in the Owensboro city
schools after receiving her
master's from IU. At IU, she
was a graduate assistant in
the department of sociology,
and received her master's in
1957.
"' wanted all sort& of people
to have access to career
counseling and opportunities
that existed after high school:
she said.
Her abilities to easily talk
with people and encourage

them to pursue advanced
degrees baa continued in her
position as dean of the college
of education at MSU. Although
she cannot directly encourage
a student or instructor to
attend graduate school, she
does conduct guest lectures
with this message for
community organizations or
other panels.
•when I came here, we
wanted to increase the number
of our people getting degrees:
she said.
•we need to encourage
people to go on,• she said.
A good educator, Weaver
said, never stops learning, and
Weaver said more people need
to pursue advanced degrees to
replace those who are retiring.
Weaver was one of the first
three female deans for a public
school's college of education in
1974 at Glassboro State
College in Glassboro, N.J. In
addition to this achievement,
she has held the presidency of
American Association of
Colleges in Teacher Education,
Teacher Education Council of
State College and University
Deans and the Society of
Professors in Education.
Weaver ia the only woman to
serve as president of all three
national
education
organizations.
She also broke the gender
gap in the Rotary Club. She
did not actively seek a
membership, but it was offered
to her and four other females
several years ago.
"I was invited, and at first I
was going to say no," she said.
"But, it's a neat group."
Weaver also enjoys belonging
to the organization because of
the interaction with people in
different fields from the
community.
In adcfition to national
leadership positions, she was a
member of the 1992 class of
Leadership Kentucky.

t
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National studies reveal that
·glass :ceiling ·exists for women
.•
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Although many report!! aay .that women
· axe breaking the ·"glass, ~."Jemales !till
have a long way to go in many professions.
, ~co~~ to "A .Report on the GlaSs Ceiling
Initiative, by the U.S. Dep~ent of Labort
women and minorl:ties have made progress.in
. em~l?yme.nt and mto first-level m~genal
pcmtion8 m the workforce, but the progreu
haa not ,.t ~~ ~to the mid- or senior~ ma':'•.gerial po81tions.
.
M1nont1es and w.omen ~~ld less th~n ,5
percent of top ~tive .~ons .of Amenca s
top 1000 compames, which 18 an ~ of 2
percent from 1979. However, according to the
re?ort,. . imp.rovements f~r. women ~nd
m!nor1t~es 1n many pos!t1ons may be
m1slea~1ng. The report c1t~.s that many
comp~ea do not have salaries t4at match
the JOb titles.
. .
.
.
Women are breakmg mto the workforce m
larger numbers, bu~ there is ,stilltc?Om for
improvement. .Ac:cwding to. the. rewn. women
. only represented 37.2 pe~t of the ~47,.179
employ~es at the Fortune . 1000 Sl~ed
compames, and women ?nlY compo~d 16.9
percent of the managerial st.af't The'· report
~tially defii?.es x:nanageri~ staff sa ran~
from ~uperv1sors. of a clencal poo~ to chief
executiVe oft'icers.
The ~eport also showed that of the 4,491
executive-level managers, only 6.6 percent
w~re ~omen, and only 2.6 percent were
mmonties.
.
.
By 2~00, women are predicted to compose
approxunately 4 7 percent of the workforce,
and three-fifth's of the new female entries into
the jo~ market will be fro.m 1985 to 2~00,
ac:cording to a Hudson Institute report titled
"Workforce 2000- Work and Workers for the
21st Century .• Of the 4 7 percent .in the
workforce, 61 ~nt of those are ~redicted to
actuallybeontheJob, thereport~d.

Equal work, equal pay? ,

males and black females. For 1990, black
males earned an average weekly salary ot
$360, and black females earned $308, The pay
gap. between blacks is only $52,· but white
males earn $187 more than black males and
$189 more than black females. White females
, earned $47 more than black females.
Hispanic& also Aced a significant pay gap
between the sext!l and the races. Hispanic ·
males earned a weekly average salary of $322
for 1990, and Hispanic females earned $280
weekly. The difference between Hispanic
males and femalea in earnings was $42. But
the pay difference between white males and
Hispanic males was $175. Hispanic females
earned $75less th.m white females.
Although there is a discrepancy in pay
between the races,bladt women are beginning
t,o close the gap between themselves and
white womel)., but 'both still have a long way to
go to catch up with white men. Before the
1940s, black women earned 40 percent of
what white females earned and by 1980, .the
gap had narrowed to 90 percent of white
female· salaries, according to the ·National ·
Commission for Employment Policy report.
The report also indicates that one reason for
the pay gaps could be related to a person's
occupation. The ~rt states that blacks and
Hispanics work in many .fields in which the
pay is much lower. In 1983, 47 percent of
blacks and 48 peJ:Cent of Hispanics worked in
service or operative/laborer industries. By
1990, both groups had reduced the percentage
to 45 percent. However, white workers in 1983
composed 28 percent of these industries and
26 percent in 1990.
A report in the 14th annual Salary Survey
in this month's Working Woman magazine
revealed that sala.ries only rose two or three
percent or remained stagnant for 1992.
Since 1980, women•s average income has
grown 28.7 percent, and males income has
decreased 1.3 percent.

However, women will face lower salaries .
than their male counterparts. According.to a
report by the National Com.ib.ission for

Of w.....l.~-...4.~ . D c·. "A
It~""''"! · i' b
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Force,"
white malee eamed a weekq average
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19~0. White females earned $142 less than

white males.
The a
a

also existed between black

A closer look at issues in the news
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Glass ceiling report
h ·u s D
t
t
A:fter t e
· · . ~par me~

f L b
~
~ or
re'Ylewed demographic information, It decided
to formulate nine corporate management
reviews and eventually publish a report on
. .
d
t
the flndmgs of the career a vancemen
patterns of women and minorities.
The department nsed four components for
.
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Deferred rush to begin
By JENNY WOHLLEB

Spring Rush

Assistant News E::-d...;..ito.:.;.r=.:::......__ __

If you plan on rushing a
sorority, Tuesday is your last
chance to sign up for spring
rush.
This will be the first time
the Panhellenic Council is
sponsoring a deferred s pring
rush. The Council voted for
the change last semester.
Deferred rush is for any
female who wants to join a
sorority. She has to complete
one semester at Murray State
before she is eligible.
Students also have to meet the
grade point average of 2. 2.
Jane Hall, Panhellenic
advisor, said deferred rush
will follow the same pattern
as fall rush.
"We will have it every
spring now instead of the
fall," Hall said. "We will
base it (eligibility) on their
G.P.A . after the fall
semester. The girls will have
established their G.P.A.s by
then and there won't be any

Sororities participating in spring rush are:
• Alpha Gamma Delta
• Alpha Sigma Alpha

• Alpha Omicron Pi
• Sigma Sigma Sigma
• Alpha Delta Pi

.

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

ques tions. Also, they will saying hello and greeting
have had one semester to them," she !'laid.
know how to handle grades,
This observance is to keep
social life and sorority by any outside influences from
then ."
affecting the decisions of the
Kathy 1 Blackburn, rush rushees.
officer for Panhellenic, said
Blackburn said rush will
the only difference with
be
different next year.
spring rush is that it will be
shorter than fall rush and no
"Rush sign-up will start in
one has to return to school September," she said. "Once
early to participate.
a month during the fall the
Blackburn said Greek girls will meet with their
silence will be observed that rush counselors and t here
will be activities with all the
week.
''No one in the sororities or sororities. We'll try to show
fraternities will be allowed to them what being Greek is
talk to the rushees outside of about."

Fraternity house sold
Sigma Pi will move to a new location
Bruce Tolley, president for
the Sigma Pi housing
After meeting with the corporation said the reason
Board of Zoning Adjustments for moving is simple.
in December, Sigma Pi
"The current facility was
fraternity has announced it originally built as a
will be moving to a new boarding house and we have
house.
grown so much that we're
The Board approved the taking over the back yard,"
sale of the fraternity 's he said;
property on 1614 West Olive
TollP.~ said moving is
Street.
''f\othectl\rng they have been
Gerry Puckett, comptroller looking into for quite some
for the housing corporation, time . .b
said the house was originally "'-~·~we;.~ 'lpeen on campus for
zoned for a boarding house. 25 years and we wanted a
When the fraternity bought it house more suited to our
in 1974 it had to get a needs," he said.
conditional use house permit
Sam Lowe, Sigma Pi
to use it as a fraternity house. president said construction
"That superceded any on the new house being built
zoning that was done on highway 121 North will
previously, ao we had to get be~ about Mal'Cru
another conditional use
''Hopefully members -· will
permit before we could sell be able to move in by next
it," he said.
Fall."

Tolley said the h ouse will
comply with the Americans
with Disabilities Act.
"It will have wide doors
and ramps allowing those
who are wheelchair bo'u nd
access to all public facilities
at the house which we think
is a very positive step for us,"
he said.
Lowe said members of the
fraternity were look ing
forward to the transition.
"It's a big improvement for
us," Lowe said . "We look at
the layout of the new house
and we're excited ."

By A MY GREWE

Assistant News Editor

2 Sertate Positions
Available
1. Publications and Literature
Dlust be full tilne student.
2. Senator - College of Education
~ust be full tim.e student and
•
•
DlaJOr
In
this college.
Interviews will be Jan. 27 at 5
p.Dl. in the Barkley rooDl of the
Curris Center.
Applications can be picked up at
SGA office/student activities and
are due by noon on Jan. 27..
For infor111ation call 762-6951

Lowe said the buyer of the
fraternity's old hou se is
making plans for its use.

"It will probably be ua8cl aa
a boarding house for college
students, but that is u p to the
owner's discretion," he said.
l

The "Price" means savings.
The "Plus" means even more.
C()I)VRIQ4J 1993. THE KROGER CO
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
HONE SOlD 10 DEALERS

10
UP

MANUFACTURERS'
"CENTS OFF"

50<:

-SEES701EFOIOETAILSRqular & Oiec Caffeine rl'ft

cOCAcbu

·

~ 99 .

lnd~n

Riwcr 40 She

RED

.

US.O.A. Cr~ .,.. KROGER

LARGE EGGS

-.58c

~.

GRAPEFRUIT
CAMPBEUS Chklcen. Beef

v

OC'

Oriental

RAMEN NOODLES

6~1

Assorted~

KROGER LITE YOGURT

a ss~

Thomp"'n Whloo

SEEDLESS

GRAPES
p<>Un<f

Rei!!lar or Double Stuf

OR~:;O

V
CARAVEL
PORCELAIN CHINA

•Mic:row;.\·1! §.J f~

• I'M.,tt... a...tm- Sde

• CI'\p and ')c.dn

R~l')t .mt

COOKIES

$)99

20ot,
pile.

4 Piece Place Settlnc

. . $2''

...........
~

Hoeh

••utA \lQOit

t.;M)(f'"MIIKHA..~

Genuine

GROUND CHUCK

37
J LBS.
OR MORE
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PUS LIFE
•

1n 1993

1.
Sign up for an elevator repair correspondence course copies of Playboy (or Playgirl) haven't been found yet.
and earn the adoration of everyone in Faculty Hall.
48.
Live a little and love a lot ...l&fely.
2.
Send a sampler package from Winslow to the people 49.
Support your school and remember that everyone has
of Somalia.
financial problems sometimes.
3.
Take time to smell the tulips...only don't pick them or 50.
Use protection, even if you don't think you'll need it
you'll get in trouble with campus authorities.
all the time. You never know when you'll get a sunburn.
4..
Call Public Safety at 3 a.m. and offer to escort an 51.
Don't put off until tomorrow what your syllabue uys
escort.
for you to do today.
5.
Play every video game in the Gameroom at least 52.
Strive for perfection, settle for normal.
twice. When you see a kid heading for one of them, beat him 53.
Help a visitor on campus by explaining the rulee and
to it and show off your a.ltills.
regulations of parking on campua. After all, aren't we the
6.
Take a walk around campus. Remember, the white experts?
·
sawhorses mean construction and holes the size of the Grand 54.
Just for once, use your grandma's handicapped tag to
Canyon.
allow you access to a building in the pouring down rain.
7.
Call the campus operator and wish her a happy Caution: make sure you don't take the only handicapped elot.
day...without asking for information.
55.
Give hand-made tickets to those who can't seem to
8.
Go visit the ladies in Sparks Hall and talk with them
understand the parking signa.
about pleasant things.
56.
Get to class on time and be prepared 10 you can take
9.
Become familiar with the library. Try to find a book off to the Apple later that day.
about survival without the help of the card catalog.
57.
Remember, South may be quicker, but North is
10.
Throw away your old clothes and borrow from your cheaper.
roommate.
58.
Choose a new activity that is totally unlike anything
11.
Leave the lid ofT the toothpaste--it makes brushing you have ever done before.
interesting when your tongue hits the hardened part.
' 59.
Go out and meet new people. The easiest way to
12.
Buckle up, for your safety and mine.
accomplish this is to offer to be a designated driver.
13.
Avoid yards with "Beware of Killer Chihuahua" 60.
Get up at 6 a.m. in order to get the perfect parking spot.
signs.
61.
Get a group of friends together, turn up the m111ic and
14.
Watch wonderful shows such as Ren and Stimpy.
tum
off
the lights and dance all night. Pick a name to
15.
Make sure Winslow's chicken strips are dead before
remember
the night such u "Club Da.rk:room."
eating.
62.
Write
a letter to your parents without the words: "Can
16.
Don't feed the roaches in Hart Hall. Buy them a roach
you send me money?"
motel instead.
Let it all hang out.
17.
During finals, remember that murder is punishable 63.
64.
Just
for once, go driving out in the booniee and pray
by law, even if your roommate does keep you up all night.
you
don't
run
into any of the locals.
18.
Elvis is dead. Deal with it.
66.
Remember the Alamo.
19.
Sinile, it really doesn't hurt that much.
66.
Remember that a campus preeident likee to hear what
20.
Don't drink and drive. It might actually kill me.
the
students
think. Communicate.
21.
Read TM Murray State News ...hint, hintlt
ffl.
Run
like hell, especially if you just stole a no
.22.
Know thyself and keep thy germs to thyself.
smoking sign from an elevator in Sparks Hall.
23.
Eat, drink and then go on a diet.
Get a life.
24. '
Wash behind your ears because you never know when 68.
69.
Go through a restaurant drive-thru backward.
someone will look there.
70.
Go
to Hardee's at 3 a.m. and visit with all the people
25.
See how far your car will coast on empty.
there.
26.
Step back into life and depend on yourself.
71.
Decide to eat somewhere different for a change. Try
Z7.
Order Hooud on Phonics for Cousin Joe Bob.
Winslow.
28.
Try all the different variations of Tuna Helper and
Steal your roommate's campua planner. Play the hot
see how long it takes before your roommate asks about the 72.
and cold game as she tries to gueas her daily activities.
fishy smell.
.
Call the Dial-A-Menu and tranafer the call to the
29.
Simply refuse to watch another rerun of Beverly Hills 73.
office
of
your choice.
90210.
~
:rake
a big pile of sometlliq and place it in front of
30.
Schedule all your classes so you will be free fiom
•your
dean's
office.
12:30-1:30 p.m. After all, Bo and Carly are so important.
Give to charity.
31.
Save the whales and refuse to use all products made 75.
76.
Invest
in a portable heater and fan to take with you to
from animals.
32.
Tell your roommate that he/she is the greatest...then class. You never know what the temperature will be.
77.
If you see someone walking around with untied shoes,
ask to borrow money.
to
tie them and show off the skills you learned in first
offer
33.
Go watch some of the campus movies-OK, maybe you
grade.
have seen them already...twice.
Don't pollute. Throw away thole cigarettea.
34.
Practice using your I.D. by getting in free to the 78.
79.
Duck.
and cover when walking around Sparb Hall.
campus plays. Remember, you will be 21 someday.
Those
pigeons
have a good aim.
·
35.
Write a letter to Madonna and ask if she will come to
Let your best friend borrow some money. Be nice for
Murray State and read excerpts from her book. What? There 80.
once.
are only pictures?
Write thank you notes to profeesors when they give
36.
During mid-terms, ask your least favorite professor to 81.
grades.
you
good
take the test also. Who knows who will have the better score?
Work it, work it baby. Maybe you'll end up in a Lotus.
37.
Start a petition to ban general education classes such 82.
83.
Eat your vegetables, or at least use green food coloring
as World Civilization and Humanities.
so
you
don't
have to lie when your mom asks if you've eaten
38.
Promote recycling at Mur:ray State. Sell your
your greens.
homework and old tests.
Drink plenty of water because it will keep you
39.
Be nice to everyone. Tired of that annoying suite 84.
mate? Clean the bathroom and remember to use Saran Wrap regular.
85.
Walk around town without your glaesee. Im't life one
and Icy Hot.
40.
Experience the wonders of Carr Health...during the great big blur?
86.
Say a prayer for Chelsea Clinton each night becau.se
hours it is open.
4L
Double-check your fast food drive-thru order because she has to endure life in a private ac:hool.
~.
Write to Hillary and aak her to &end you a copy of her
even trained window workers can make mistakes.
42.
At least pretend to be awake in your 8:30 a.m. lecture cookie recipe.
Tell everyone Elvie is at Stewart Stadium. Wowl The
88.
class.
43.
Don't be the first one to leave the room after taking an stadium can get full.
89.
Put some Miracle Grow on the Shoe Tree 10 it will
exam. Professors just hate that.
44.
Park your car in the proper zone and enjoy your walk look a little more alive.
90.
Find time to take a break and relax all your muecles.
to class. Hey, 100 years ago they didn't even have cars.
Take a cold shower...twice.
45.
Begin studying at least two days before finals instead 91.
92.
Talk
on the phone for at least an hour. Doesn't it
of waiting until the day before.
bring
back.
the
days of childhood?
46.
Cash in every meal on your meal ticket so your
parents' hard-earned moriey won't go to waste.
93.
Become a part-time stripper. Do you know what these
47.
Call home at least once a week to make sure your old people make for performing at bachelorette parties?

7._·
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Illustrations by JOSHUA WILKES

Cheaper buys for '93 • • • • • •
Economists predict prices of several consumer Items
to drop, resulting In some exceptional bargains. Here's a list
of 10 Items expected to be cheaper:
1. plastic products
2.gasollne
3. personal computers
4. big screen 1Vs
5. men's suits

6. meat

7. cellular phones
8. airline tickets
9. fashion Imports
10. utility bills

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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Fabulous fashions
If thoughts of whether you will look good In
the new fashions are ruining your day, never
fear, color Is here.
The hottest new item in fashion is the debut
of colored denim in all colors of the rainbow.
"The jeans really don't have that plain blue jeans
look," said Carolyn Brewer, manager of Fashion
Bug.
The new fashions include brighter blues,
oranges and greens.
Story on page 8

-.

X

Economic outlook

Wildlife education

Although the Clinton administration
has made some big promises for 1993,
these promises may only have small
results.
Dr. Martin I. Milkman, assistant professor in the department of economics
and finance, said most experts expect
the U.S. economy to grow only moderately this year.
"I really don't think the Clinton administration will have any Impact on the
economy this year,• Milkman said.
"Even If they do something to stimulate
the economy, most of those effects
won't be felt until next year.•

For anyone wanting to learn something new, TV A's Land Between the
Lakes offers programs to educate the
general public about the American bald
eagle.
"A Day With the Eagles" includes
guided bald eagle field trips during which
participants may see as many as 12
bald eagles in the wild and a display at
the Woodlands Nature Center of both
the bald eagle and the golden eagle.
Available dates are Jan. 23-24, 3031, Feb. 13·14 and 27-28. Preregistration Is required. For more information,
contact LBL at 924-1238.

.....
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Goals ·set for
·success, wealth
By PAMELA R. DIXON
Staff Writer

and
By KELLY MENSER
Assistant Campus Life Editor

In the midst of the toasts,
kisses and singing to bring
in the new year, it's a wond~r
that people remember t~ s1t
down and make resolut1ons.
The fact is, not everybody
does.
Dan Hardestey, a. junior
f
political science maJor rom
Owensboro, said he doesn't
bother making resolutions. "I
think it's a waste of time," he
said.
Holly Hite, a sophomore
n ursing major from Cadiz,
said her goals for 1993 are to
lose weight and spend more
t ime studying. However, she
s aid she doesn't really
consider these goals as
resolutions.
"I figured if I made
resolutions I'd probably break
them," Hite said.
Jason
Ferguson,
a
freshman biology major from
Eddyville agreed.
"' would like to improve my
grades, but I just take it as it
comes," he said.
Ferguson said his wish for
t he year, though not a
resolution, would be to spend a
semester in Australia.
Jonathan Bell is even more
enthusiastic about the new
year. Bell, a sophomore
criminal justice major from
Fulton, wants to win the
lottery.
"I hope the Cowboys Will
win the Superbowl," Bell
added.
Paul Gann, a junior art
major from Mayfield, hopes
for a new car in 1993.

"I usually don't make
resolutions," he explained. "I
try to do the best I can do and
let everything take care of
itself."
Usually, Jay Porter, a
senior industrial technology
major from Murray, doesn't
make resolutions either. But
1993 is looking different.
"I hope to maintain my
grade point average because
I've got to make this semester
count," h e 881'd•
Porter said he baa resolved
to find a job before the
Mmester ends.
"I intend to find a job," he
said. "In fact, I will have a
job by the time I graduate."
Sally Brannen, a graduate
student from Owensboro, baa
planned several resolutions
for 1993.
"I would like to improve my
posture and my language
use," she noted. "I also want
to stop my nervous habit of
chewing my fmgernails."
Although Brannen said she
will have to work harder this
year academically, she looks
forward to receiving her
master's degree.
"In 1993, I hope to make
more money and get an
apartment," Brannen said.
Shannon
Miller,
a
sophomore advertising m~or
from Louisville, also chose to
make resolutions for 1993. For
instance, she said she intends
to stop cursing.
"I just thought it would be
something to do that would
make wself a better person,"
Shee Bld.
~· said the key is to
make "Practical resolutions
ea4b...JMr. "I don't try to
mal:IUim so exteme that I
know I won't keep them."

~

Photos by JUD COOK

Michael Travis, a freshman undeclared major from
Paducah, sorts through a selection of colored denim
jeans, a predicted hit this season. Heather Hudson (at
left), a freshman occupational safety and health maJorr
from Paducah, checks for just the right fit In a pair of
winter plaid shorts.
~

Colored denim sets trend
By AMY WILSON
campus Life Editor

Females worried about the
way their legs will look
under the new fashions
should find something else to
worry about.
If predictions are correct,
length is coming back in,
especially in skirts and
dresses.
Carolyn Cunningham,
manager of Cherry Branch,
said she is seeing more of the
longer skirts and dresses.
"We are getting the longer
denim skirts," she said.
As far as popularity,
denims and any clothing
item with the Western look
are good choices.
"Accessories tend to be
anything with a Western
flair to it," Cunningham
aaid. "Horses, cowboy hats,
stars and moons are popular
decorations for jewelry.

''Everything is
new and vibrant
with new colors.
We will see
brighter blues,
oranges and
greens.''
- Dan Foster

There's a real demand for
·
jewelry like that."
Carolyn Brewer, manager
of Fashion Bug, predicts this
year will be good for
shoppers.
"People haven't slowed
down since Christmas and
we are hoping for a good
year," she said.
Brewer said nylon jogging
suits are popular, especially

now a new fabric ·has been
included.
"Some people don't like the
swishing noise, so a new
fabric has come out that will
still be comfortable," she
said.
The dominant colors for
1993 are defmitely going to
be bright, as well as
including some of the
traditional stand-bys.
"You'll see a lot of greens,
burgundies
and
neon
colors," Brewer said.
The most noticeable change
in the fashion world is
colored denim, which is a
good investment for both
males and females.
"The jeans really don't
have that plain blue jeans
look," Brewer said. "There
are a lot more colors in all
kinds of shades:·

1

~

Dan Foster, owner o£
Dan's, calls colored denim:
'the hottest thing in jeans.'
"Everything is new and
vibrant with all new colors,"' l
he said. "We will seeH
brighter blues, oranges andl'
greens."
For men's accessories, the
weave belt is still popular,
Foster said. However, it no"WI
has a multi-color look with
brown. olive and tan.
_
"Double-breasted suits are:J
very popular right now, a8
are pleats and oversize~
shoulders in the shirts,
Foeter said.
r..
With all the new colorer
and looks for 1993, Foster"
said he expects a good year. 1

..

"I think it will be a super
year," he said. "Last year
was a great year and I thin1t
it will continue to be good."
r_

l

AUGUST MOON

•

CHINESE RESTAURANT

11

Your ad could be here!
Advertise with
the Murray_ Stllte News!

•

11

OLYMPIC PLAZA

759-4653
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OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

SERVING CANDLELIGHT DINNERS
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515 Main St.
Welcome back students II
If we can be of service,

JPW.

CALL US!!

753-0123

Terrap~~~~!l~n
New& Used
S~tcial Oriers · rm/t.ins Wekmne

Compact Discs
Cassette Tapes
Coupon

Rock 'N' Roll Tie-Dyes
Posters- JewelrY

$2.00 off anY.
New or Usea
Compact Disc
with tliis coupon

Monday- Friday 10 a.m. -5:30p.m.
Saturday -10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
-
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The sun wor5hiping: The primitive dances. The mating
ritua16. The primal 5ereams. Only one beach can hold this
much culture on it6 23-mile sandy stretch. This Spring
Break. head for Oaytooa Beach. For more information. call
1-800-854-1234 for your free Spring Break Planning Kit.
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Green hits aUto industry
By JENNIFER STEWART
Staff Writer

Anyone looking for a new
car this year will probably
see green.
The body styles of many
cars have changed for 1993,
but the trend this year is
color.
· "Greens are very popular
right now," said Joe Rowand,
salesman at Parker Ford,
At
Dwain
Taylor
Cheverolet and Cain's Inc. ,
the best-sel.l.iJ?.g color is green
as well.
"Dark emerald is popular
and the traditional colors silver, white, black," said
Tom Thurman of Toyota of
Murray.
PhOto by MELISSA FARNUM
"I like the really dark
green," said Krista Newell, Several new car and truck models, such as this full-size
a junior graphic design, Toyota pick-up at Toyota of Murray, have been
major from Louisville.
Introduced for 1993. Safety continues to be lmpor1ant,
Misty
Rehkop,
a as do aerodynamic features like the rounded shape of
sophomore pre-physical the truck•s front end.
therapy
major
from
The Geo Prizm has a more
Dodge has introduced an
Gilbertsville, said she likes foreign look and the Chevy altogether new car for 1993
the new green color because Caprice has changed as well. called the Intrepid, said Jim
it is different.
For 1993, Toyota intro- Taylor of Cain's Inc.
As for style, the Ford duced a full-size pick-up
Newell said she likes the
Probe, Lincoln Mark 8 and truck and the Corolla was looks of the new cars because
Ranger pick-up trucks have given a new look, Thurman they don't all look like boxes.
'all new style,' Rowand said. said.
"They're more modern

CUp and Save Valuable

looking," said Karol Wolff,
a sophomore agribusiness
economics major from
Gilbertsville.
Marshea Boaz, a senior
pre-vet major from Hickory,
said she does not like the
style of newer cars because
they all look the same.
"I would like a red or
black Bronco or Dodge
truck," Boaz said.
Newell said she would not
mind having a red Dodge
Stealth, but she is happy with
her Toyota Corolla.
"I would like a blue Ford
Ranger b ticauae I like
trucks," Wolff aaid.
In Murray, the beat-aelling
~ and trucks are the Ford
F-150 pick-up, Toyota Camry,
Jeep Cherokee and the Dodp
Dakota pick-up. The new
Cheverolet Suburban is a
best-seller as well.
Safety is an important
factor in automobile buying
this year.
"All new cars come with
an airbag, and the Jeep
Cherokee is the only fourwheel drive with a driver's
side airbag," Taylor said.
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Praise the Lord!
Paid Advertisement
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A Place to Meet
Great People and Eat
Great Food
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Horne ol . . botlclrNie-- a..,

Open 7

a.m. Moll - Frl

A Full Une brealdaat
featuring baked croissants

Homemade Biscuits&: Gravy
And Country Ham
PLUS

Cultural celebrations differ
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Wnter

The drOpping of the ball in
New York City haa long been
an American New Year's
Eve tradition. Millions of
people crowd the streets to
view the spectacle, while
millions more view it on
television.
international
3 Several
students at Murray State
University said their native
countries observe the holiday,
but not in the big way that the
United States does.
• Heikki Tarvainen, a
graduate student in business
from Tam~re, Finland, was
able to ttflvel to New :York to
Timea Square for the
~pping of the ball.
• "It was exciting, very

exciting," Tarvainen said.
"We have kind of a special
tradition in Finland. When
the year changes, we heat a

student from Japan, said
Japan has traditional
customs for New Year's Day.
"In Japan, we think much
specialmetaltoafluid, th~ of
New Year's Day,"
throw it in cold water."
Yamaguchi said, "Families
Tarvainen said as the get together and visit friends
metal is cooling, it takes a or relatives.
certain shape.
"Mother prepares special
"You can read it, and when dishes before New Year's
you understand the shape, Day so they can take a rest
you can tell if you're going to on New Year's Day. It's
have money or be healthy or kind of a Japanese custom,"
sick that year," Tarvainen she said.
said.
Yamaguchi said many
He said New Year's Day Japanese people go to shrines
in Finland is much the same during New Years Day.
as in the United States. He
Like many international
said it is a day off to go students, Yamaguchi stayed
places and spend t h e day · in Murray during the break.
with family.
Hussian Nuri, a graduate
Iya
Yamaguchi ,
an student in business from
international exchange India, said the New Year's

I

FOR LUNCH

our Great Dell Sandwiches

Try one of oar

each made with l/41b. meat.
crt.p lettuce ilD4 tomatoea.
aened wtth ch1pe and pickle

FAMOUS
1». barfed

!J.!

lVV?W IJ'OUDd beef

apean.

Eve traditions vary within
For call In orders 753-3406
India.
Located across from Wilson Hall on 15th Street
"Most people invite friends
and they have a gathe~ at
their house and bust crackers
and go out in the street and .
shout 'Happy New Year' in a
very loud voice," Nuri said.
IS !!De
Lorna Hon, a senior
business administration
major from Bangladesh,
j,l_
said people in Bangladesh
celebrate the new year but not
like in the United States.
Bon said the traditions are
the same, but it ia not as big a
deal there.
Love,
Hon was able to return to
Bangladesq during the
the Sisters of
break, while he'r sister
Alpha
Sigma Alpha
Vivian remained in the
United States.

Welcome Back

Students

mtdJJS
Have A Great
Semester!

*

*
*
*
*TUesday. Jan. 26*
Comedy
zone

7:30 p.m.

I

The Stables

pec1a romolions
Video Givaway
High score on the baseball game as of May 1, 1993
wins the game. Competition begins Tuesday, Jan. 26
Moonlight Bowling
Saturdays 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
~

l

Win free games!

Bowling Leagues
Now Forming Men ·s Doubles, Fraternity, Sorority, Mixed
Couples. Contact Campus Recreation for further information.
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Coming Soon!
Nintendo Cometilion
Walch For Ill
..
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Featuring

Jim Holder
Slaad ap comic who ha• perlonaecl al
varioas comedy clab• ancladia_g
The lmprov. The Panchline aad Spellbinders

and

Howard Dean
Opening acl lor •aRt: lop J»•rlonaen
••ch a• Kenay
JOe Walsh •
Tina Tamer and -Bievae lliclls
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TS & ENTERTAINMENT
F acuity exhibit opens
By JANICE M. FULPS

metal canvasea.
Harvey Arehe de Estrada,
a visiting instuctor in the
Every other year, the department,
has
the
faculty in the art department traditional medium of print
has an opportunity to put their on display.
artistic talents on display for
Sperath said de Estrada
students of art and students
added
an
interesting
of all other disciplines to see.
approach
to
the
medium by
Today is the opening of the
encasing
the
additions,
Biennial
Faculty Art
which
are
plates
used
in the
Exhibition at the Clara M.
process
of
making
the
print,
Eagle Art Gallery.
in
glaas.
Albert Sperath, director of
Robert Head, a professor in
the gallery, said for this
the
art department, also has
exhibition, all the faculty in
paintings
on display which
the department of art were
Sperath
said
were inspired by
invited to put work on
a
year
the
artist spent in
display.
Alaska.
Sperath said that just as
Sperath said most of the
professors
have
high
expectations of their students, displayed art reflects the
that students usually also instructor's specialty in
have high expectations about teaching.
He said an exception to that
seeing their professors' work
case
is the art on display by
in this exhibition.
Michael Johnson, associate
Dawn Palmer, a junior art profe880r of art.
Johnson
teaches
minor from Mount Vemon,
Ind., said she is looking photography, but has a
forward to seeing the faculty painting on display for the
faculty exhibition.
art.
Karen Boyd, professor of
"I think it will be really
good ,"
Palmer
said . art, teaches the fiber classes,
"Knowing that they will put such as weaving.
Sperath said Boyd's
their work on diaplay for us
gives me more faith in their contribution to the exhibition
knowledge about art and will is hand-made paper in
probably help me decide medallion-like forms with
which professors I will want florala.
to take in the future."
{} • chairman of the art
Richard
Mediums on display at the department,
exhibition range from Dougherty, also will have his
drawings, paintings, and work in the exhibition.
Sperath said Dougherty
prints to ceramics, metal
works
with found objects like
sculptures, photography, and
cloth and vases.
jewelry.
Sperath said working with
Jerry Speight, associate
professor of art, will have such objects is typical of
artiste.
paintings on display.
"A lot of artists · are
Sperath said Speight used
carl laequers and teehniquea coll~ra Of thi'ng8; S.,aath
used in painting cars on said.

by KRIS LAWRENCE
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

Return
stamps to
sender

Elvis is everywhere I Elvis
is everything I El vis is
everybody I Elvis is still the
King.
-Mojo Nixon
People are strange.

Russ Clark, a freshman art major from Union City, Tenn., hangs artwork In
preparation for the Biennial Faculty Art Exhibition. The work belongs to
Robert Head, a professor In the art department, and was Inspired by a year
that the artist spent In Alaska. The exhibition runs through Feb. 21 In the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery.

Dale Leys, professor of art,
will have two works in the
exhibition.
Sperath
said
Leys' ·
drawings,
entitled
''Practicing New Ways of
Thinking",
and
"My
Favorite Ice Age" are re8Ults
ofth.e artists love of nature.
"Practicing New Ways of
Thinking "
is
a
representation of a cove in
'the ~Yiltadly Lab area.
Many other works will be

featured in the faculty evening which is free and
exhibit, including a ceramic open to the public.
castable sculpture by Fred
The Biennial Faculty Art
Shepard, professor of art; a Exhibition will run from
mixed-media work by Sylvia Jan. 22 until Feb.21.
Puckett, adjunct instructor of
Gallery hours are from: 9
art; metal sculpture by Steve a .m . to 9 p.m. Monday
Bishop, associate professor of through Friday, 10 a .m. to 4.
art; and ironwork and p.m . Saturday, and 1 p.m. to 4.
jewelry by Harry Furches, p.m. Sunday.
The Clara M. Eagle Art
associate professor of art. ·
Sperath said there will be a Gallery is located on the
eception opening t.heb 'feuRh Aool'·.t t.M P.rict':.J)Oyle
exhibition from 5 to 7 this Fine Arts Center.

.

Phi Mu Alpha, Sigma Alpha
Iota help 'Light' up campus
By JANICE M. FULPS
Assistant Arts and Entertainment Editor

Over 60 years ago, the
Murray Men's Club wrote a
bad check.
From this
accident, a tradition was
born at Murray State
University.
In order to cover the cold
check, Phi Mu Alpha music
fraternity was forced to hold
fundraiser.
They
a
presented a Broadway-style
production and called it
Campus Lights.
Now, in spring 1993, Phi
Mu Alpha, as well as Sigma
Alpha Iota music fraternity,
is preparing for the 56th
annual production of Campus
Lights. However, this time
the money raised will go to a
scholarship fund and not to
cover an accounting error.
Dallas Street, a senior
music education major from
Golconda, Ill. and director
of Campus Lights, said
rehearsals for the show
began about six weeks ago,
but that sponsors, Phi Mu
Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota
began preparing for the show
long before that.
Street said preparatory
work included choosing a
song list and studying
anthologies this summer.
Street then developed a plot

based around the songs.
"I chose popular musicmusic that would appeal to
community members as well
as the college audience,"
Street said.
The music chosen is from
the 1930s and includes such
songs as I Got RhythmJ Sing
Johnny One Note, a n d
S'Wonderful.
"It's a musical review of
George Gershwin, Cole
Porter,
and
Richard
Rodgers," Street said. "And
it's all mainly music from
early Broadway-Tin Pan
Alley."
Street said Campus Lights
could be an educational
experience for those who are
not familiar with the bi!r
band style music of the era.
He said he thinks some
people may associate it with
the
type
of
music
contemporary artist Harry
Connick., Jr. performs.
Kris Eans, a junior music
education major from
Owensboro and Campus
Lights band director, was
responsible for selecting the
musicians.
"It'e been very busy work,"
Eans said. "It's a big
production and it's pretty
much what would go on in a
musical."

Eans said there are several
components of the Campus
Lights crew. They include
script writers, chorus
members, dancers, actors,
band members, a band
director, a stage manager
and a director.
Jamie Hutson, a freshman
music education major from
Paris, Tenn., is a dancer
and chorus member in
Campus Lights.
Hutson said he thinks
being involved in Campus
Lights has been a worthwhile
experience.
"It's been a lot of work,"
Hutson said, "but I think it's
been done in good spirit."
Hutson said he is also glad
to see the music department
get rewarded for its efforts.
"It's good that the music
department gets money back
in their department with the
Campus Lights scholarship
fund," he said.
Campus Lights will run
from Jan. 28-31 at Lovett
Auditorium. Evening shows
starting at 8 p.m. are
scheduled for Jan. 28, 29, and
30. A 3 p.m. matinee is
scheduled for Jan. 31.
Admission will be $5 for
adults, $4.50 for senior
citizens, and $3.50 for
students. Children 12 and
under get in free.

Desperate Diet • • • • • • • • • •
Some actors will do anything for a role, including starving
themselves! In the movie Alive, the actors were put on a strict
diet to give them the withered look of plane crash survivors. The
diet consisted of:
breakfast
bowl of cream of wheat, 1 apple,
4 oz. orange juice, glass of milk
lunch
2 cups of veggles, whole wheat roll
dinner
10 grapes, 1 slice of cheese, 4 crackers
Source: PREMIERE

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

Dance has busy
semester on tap
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer

This year marks the twelfth year of the Dance Theatre
at Murray State University, and this will be a busy
semester for the 25·member company.
Ten to 12 pieces will be performed in the theatre's
main stage show, Dance Theatre 12, which will run from
April 22-24, Elvin said.
George Mwiroki, visiting guest instructor and music
graduate student from Western Kenya, has been
working with the dance company at MSU for two years.
"The dance program is collaborating with him as is
the percussion ensemble, and we want to create a dance
using movements and rhythms of Africa," said Jean
Elvin, a visiting guest artist and director of dance.
The company will perform that dance at the Percussion
Ensemble Performance in early April as well as in
Dance Theatre 12.
In observance of Black History Month, the company
will perform an informal lecture demonstration · of
works in progress in February.
Elvin said the company will be performing works with
Mwiroki and the percussion ensemble.
The demonstration, which will be open to students, is
tentatively scheduled for the last week in February. An
exact date and time will be announced.
Aside from the allflual Dance Theatre production, the
dance company will perform at the American College
Dance Festival Association in Michigan.
Laurie Eisenhower, previous guest artist to the dance
company, introduced a piece called Love Songs to the
students. They will be performing it at the ACDFA in
March.
"The music is by George Gershwin, and it is a
humorous theatre and dance piece," Elvin said. ''We
will be traveling to Michigan right before Spring Break
to perform that dance to represent our college and to enter
it in a competition there."

~--T-o_m_A_d-:-.-!-n-~?-~-,u-j_s_e__,
Tom Cruise may be a member of the cast of
the smash hit A Few Good Men, but the scenes
featuring him in the film are neither few nor
good.
Cruise, who doesn't break his pattern of typecasted roles, offers little acting, but a lot of
personality.
The film has garnered multiple Golden Globe
nominations and is a sure bet to be honored
during the Academy Awards.
Story on page 11

Amy's Audience

----IIIIIIJ!!!!II--

Television viewers got to
watch Amy Fisher's story
not once, but three times.
And according to the
Nielsen ratings, Amy
Fisher is the first to crack
the top 12 in ratings three
times in one week. Here's
how the stations rated by
demographic groups:
Source: VARIETY

- Jim Morrison
By now mo st of the
pandemonium s urrounding
the Elvis stamp has hopefully
died down . And just in case
there are a few rabid
Elvisaholics out there who
haven't gotten the message ...
it's just a stamp! You buy it,
you lick it, you put it on an
envelope and some guy in a
funny blue hat. and knee
socks comes and takes it
away! Nothing more, nothing
less. It doesn't slice, dice or
make fren ch fries, it can't
cut through a n aluminum
can, it can't even grow hair.
It's just a stamp.
The Turner N etwork
Televjsion cable channel
arranged a live remote
broadcast from Graceland at
midnight Jan . 8 when the
stamp was officially made
available to the public. It was
hosted by some guy who, said
he once knew Elvis (and you
don't find many of those in
Memphis), who regaled the ·
home viewing audience with
tales of how he and E, a s
Presley was affectionately
known , used to shoot Roman
candles at each other' s
heads.
Just after midnight, Lisa
Marie
Presley,
Elvis '
daughter, said a few words
and was greeted by an
incredible
amount
of
applause. It was at this
moment that our faithful host
proclaimed t hat Lisa .Marie
"looks just like her daddy ."
I'm pretty sure he meant that
as a complement, but is that
really the look today's young
woman strives for?
The mania s urrounding
the stamp reached mythic
porportions. In Owensboro,
the day the s tamp was
released, people were lined
up for hours waiting for them
to go on sale. At one point, an
unidentified man attempted
to purcha se 17,000 of the
stamps. Hello!
If the stamps were actually
being used for mailings, this
might
be
( almost )
understandable. But many of
those purchasing them are
putting them in attics, safety
deposit boxes and in many
cases in a frame in their
living rooms. Sure, it's pretty
and al1 , but wouldn't a nice
picture of your family be a
more appropriate decoration?

11081

women

men

women

12·17
18-49
1&,49
5Gt
• A.C. NiB/sen figures. In rating points

Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY
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'Men' has intense storyline
But
iCruise's

REVIEW
Cruise is the lawyer
assigned to the defense.
Moore stars as the co-council
and investigating party from
Internal Affaire.

~. acting

falls short

The main issue in the film
is that of a Code Red. A Code
Red is an informal a n d
illegal order given to a unit
t o discipline a member for
misconduct or failure to keep
up with the rest of the unit.

!!Y ANDREA JONES
Stall Wrrter

A Few Good Men boast s
stars such as Tom Cruise,
Demi
Moore,
Ja ck
Nicholson, Kevin Bacon and
Keifer Sutherland. However ,
thia military drama draws
, ut a few performances
~orthy of the story line.

In the film , o~e marine
testified to receiving a Code
Red. During a rifle drill, his
gun slipped which left him
behind the rest of the unit . He
ex plained t hat hie h ands
were sweating from the
intense Cuban heat, cau sing
the slip. Members of his unit
committed an act of violence

~

•t

The film deals with t h e
and trial of two
~arines
accused
of
murdering a member of th eir
nit in Cuba.
~nvestigation

towards him to teach him a
lesson.
The case involved in A
Few Good Men deals with the
power of the military's chain
of command and the liberties
command ing officers take .
This question presents some
interesting plot twists. The
result is a very intense
movie with a lot of questions
and clues to get the audience
thinking.

attorney, played by Bacon.
Bacon's performance in
this film, combined with that
of Flatliners, proves that he's
ready to act with the big boys.
As usual, Cruise doesn't
care about anyone or
anything else except for
himself and his career
advan cement. Winning is
the most important thing to
him. Such attitu des mirror
characters in Cruise's past
films such as Rainman, The
Color of Mone.Y and Top Gun.

Although Cruise is pegged
as the star, his performance
is both shallow and familiar.
His character is the same
spoiled, self-centered rich
kid that Cruise has been
playing for years.
A Few Good Men portrays
Cruise as a Navy lawyer who
has never seen the inside of
a court room. His career of
nine months is based solely
on a keen ability to plea
bargain with the prosecuting

The duration of the film is
spent teaching Cruise that
justice and the protection of
honor are more important
than negotiating the lowest
sentence.
This persistent character
in Cruise's career suggests
that his success is not from

Vocal, instrumental musicians
·:~\tune up for spring semester
0

By JENNIFER STEWART
Stall Wnter

Murray

State's music
1993 s:gring
semester sounds like a busy
.;,r l' and exciting one.
~! The first taste of the music
q ..department's talent was Jan.
iJil S. The choir and orchestra
" ,.joine d tog ether for a
combined concert said Brad
·; jAlmquist., director of choral
,. ,activities.
ru department's

8

Murray State students can
:.?took forward to a free concert
.r Mareh 21 put on by the choir.

ytll

r•1 MSU offers a variety of
·' .choral activities for students
1!:\Vho are not necessar ily
:mnusic majors. Students can
audition for the university
1 aconcer.t choir, Almquist said.
J~However ,y t h e university
+ch orale and choriU. union do

not require auditioning, h e
said.
Julie Cau ser , a freshman
music m ajor fr om Alney ,
Ill., is part of the concert
choir. She said she enjoys
t h e choi:r: very much. The
choi:r: practices one and onehalf to two h ours a day to
prepare for concerts.
Causer s aid she chose
Murray Stat e's m usi c
department becau se "I heard
it was very good and smaller
as far as the student to
teacher ratio."
Murray State's orch estra
will per for m F eb . 26 in a
salute to J ohn Phillip Sous a.
This will be an old-fashioned
con cert featuring Da l e
Underwood, a saxophone
soloist in the Navy band,
said
D ennie
Johnson,
director of the band and
orchestra.

Orirl.cron Delta Kappa

In April,
the wind
ensemble will premiere for
alumni weekend in "The
President's Concert." This
will feature a guest soloist as
well, J ohnson said.
In addition, the pep band
will continue to play at
basketball games througnout
the semester.
For non-music majors, the
music department offers a
symphonic band which
enables recreational players
to be a part of a band, he said.
"For concerts, we practice
everyday," said Andrea
Ru dd, a senior music major
fr om Symsonia. She plays
clarinet in the wind
ensemble.
Rudd said she practices
a pproximately one hour a
day for wind ensemble. She
said she became a part of
MSU's music de panment _
because of its faculty.

?{g.tiona[ Leatfersfiip :Honor Society
Spring1993
The membership committee of Omicron Delta Kappa is now
considering quallfled students for membership. The
prellmlnary requirements which must be met for a student to be
eUglble for consideration for election are:
A. Rank In the upper 35°/o of the class

B. Junior or Senior status
C. One semester ln residence at MtH;Ji!X State
D. Have attained special distinctiog~ two or more
of the five phases of campus life .o a • r
1. scholarship

The~v<of a Ufetlme ..~..1 9.93•
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Interested students should plck up an appHcation fonn In Room
207 of the Business Bull~ or at Music Control in the Curds Center.
All applications must be returned by 4 p.m. Friday. Feb. 5. to Room
207 ln the Business Building or the SGA Office. If you have any L
questions, contact Dr. Krizan at 419 or Rachel Morrisette at 3376.
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• 2. 75 CUIIULATIVE GRADE POINT AVERAGE
*JUNIOR OR SENIOR STATUS
*DEMONSTRATED LEADERSIDP IN THEIR GREEK
ORGANIZATION

"Body of
Evidence" <Rl
Held over for one
more week

"Aladdin" (G)
"Distinguished
(R)

APPLICA'IJIONS MAY BE PICKED UP IN ROSS MELOAN'S
7:00
9:00

OFFICE, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND PLACEMENT, 2 18

1:30
3:45
7:15
9:30

APPLICATIONS MUST BE RETURNED NO LATER THAN

ORDWAY BALL
NOON. MONDAY, FEBRUARY 15, TO ROSS MELOAN'S OFFICE.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CONTACT ROSS MELOAN A T
2906 OR SCOTT HARRRIS AT 753-7593

Bargain Matinee's

FROM
The Brothers of

t il
eirl
(h
1:l

Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adults $3 Child $2.50

LX

LX

Order of Omega

GREEK LEADERSIUP HONOR SOCIETY,
IS NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIC" ~S FOR
MEMBERSHIP FOR THE SPRING >F 1993.
THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA MUST BE MET PRIOR
TO THE CONSIDERATION OF
AN APPLICATION:

"HOFFA" <R)

Gentleman"

i ll O
h rr l;l

5 . creative and performing arts

"Nowhere
To Run" <m

JdHuo(L

2. athletics
ni ,~ow
3 . social service and religious activities and
aunpurJ panmeut
4 . joumallsm, speech, and the mass media

T~e
Break awoyt Bnlak out1 8lg leach 8lg Fwt- BIG VAWEJ

his exceptional acting , important lines.
talents, but perhaps from his
Nicholson delivers an
own personality.
explosive performance as the
Moore and Nicholson , colonel in charge of the post
however, deliver intense and in Cuba where the alleged
murder took place. His part
believable performances.
in the conspiracy, revealed
Moore leads the search for early on in the movie, puts
truth for the defense. Her him on the witness stand.
a
demeanor
portrayal of Lt. Joanne With
reminiscent
of
The
Shining,
Galloway, the strictly Nicholson expertly hides
his
business internal affairs part in this military scandal.
investigator, is one of high
merit. Her passion for justice
A Few Good Men is an
is both believable and excellent movie with intense
welcomed . Her strong and courtroom scenes. This film
dramatic portrayal relates does have one unfortunate
directly to the seriousness of reality. It is about the U.S.
t he film and its cour t military and the corruption
proceedings.
within
it.
Therefor e,
everyone cannot live happily
The major d1sappointment ever after.
in this movie, besides Cruise,
The film is definitely
is that once the action moves
to t h e courtroom, Moore is worth seeing and is sure to
silen ced so Cruise can step get mention when Oscar time
in and bungle a ll the rolls around.

Sunset Boulevard Music
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut Street
Just 1 Block From MSU Dor ms!
Houra: Mon ·- Sat, 10am - &pm

Cong'tatufationi
Ch.anon Ch.ane.!J
(o'l. making the.
dli{2U !bane! e. fJeamf
Love,
Yo ur Sisters in
a Omicron Pi

Off

Phone: 753-0113

0
8
SJOO
Any Cassette Tapat
Any Compact Disct
8coustte'

Your h@/ILPINE

2° Off

Ez:pirea 1-31-93

• ~~ Car Stereo Specialist - Custom Installation

t Coupon Good Towards Purchase of Regular Priced Merchandise Only, Not Valid In Combination With Other Specials, Discounts or Offers
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Professor elected
Dr.Stephen B. Brown,
professor of music at Murray
State, has been elected
president of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association.
Brown teaches piano, organ
and music theory at Murray
State.

(for those last minute ma.111ngs)
Jan. 22 -Arurwer Your Cat's Question Day
Roe vs. Wade 20th Anniversary
Jan. 23 - Chinese New Year
National Pie Day
National Handwriting Day
Jan. 24 - Internat ional Senior Barbershop Quartet
contest; Corpus Christi, Texas
Jan. 26- Hitler Youth Day
Jan. 27 - Thomas Crapper Day (in honor of the inventor
of the flush toilet)
Jan. 28- National Kazoo Day
Central Florida Polka Festival
Clash Day (wear your most horribly
mismatched outfit)

Baccalaureate exhiJit
CIOIUS OlgBIIizes
The Murray State Choral
Union will begin rehearsals
for the spring semester J an.
25, from 7-9 p.m. in room 214
of the Fine Arts Building.
Brad Almquist, director of
choral activitie s , has
announced that all of the
MSU choirs will comb ine
with the MSU Symphony
Orchestra this spring to
perform The Lord Nebon
Mo.ss by Haydn.
All area singers are
invited to atte nd t h e
rehearsals.

Melissa Drake will be
presenting an exhibition of
recent works titled SelFish
Notions in the upper level of
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery
in the Fine Arts Building.
The
exhibition
runs
through Jan. 31.

Ctmis Center films
Patriot Games, starring
H arrison Ford, will be
shown •Jan. 27 in the Currie
Center theater at 3:30, 7 and
9:30p.m.
The French film Co.m ille
Claudel will be shown
tonight at 7:30 and the British
filin My Left Foot will be
shown Jan. 28, also at 7:30.
~o

Alan Emerson, a senior music major from
Owensboro, performs during hla senior recital
Jan. 19 in Farrell Recital Hall.
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408 Main (Court Square)
Monda - Frida 10 a.m. - 4:30 .m. ;,

~

753-4488

Hong Kong
Restau r a nt

for carry ou l or
tnformaUon

Dnily Lunch Special
Sunday Buffet
Monday· Friday
l1 a.m.-2 p.m.
11 a .m .·2 p.m.
$5.75
$3.10
Open 7 days a week
Sunday-Friday 11 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

~· · ·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~~

OPEN 'T,OAYS A M EIC

HOME TV
J:.~:~r

Saturday 4:30-9:30 p.m.
We cater p1rtles, b8nquets & meetings

a APPLIANCE

828 Central C.ntlr
Murrey. KY 42071
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"Movie World Welcomes You Back!"

and can seat up to 200 people

THE ADVERTISING CLUB
WILL :MEET ON TUESDAY, J AN. 26
AT 4 :00 PM

IN WILSON HALL
ROOM213

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED INCLUDE
THE AMERICAN MARKETING
ASSOCIATION TRIP TO
ST. LOUIS

10

s

£i{{ian r.Britfa{ Sfwp
201 College SL
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Gleason, TN

Largest Selection in West Kentucky and Tennessee

,
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-Mori Lee -Bridal Originals
- Moonlight
- llissa
-Jessica McClintock -St. Pucchi
-Watters & Watters
Heirlooming Bridal Gowns and Veils
Professional Custom Fitting and Steaming
Free Cons,ultatio~ ·Jay~
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1-800-622-2063
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SPORTS
!A game of emotions
I
j

I

I

I

I

I
,It is not often Murray State University hosts a school
the size o f the University of Texas. Conseq uent ly,
Tuesday night's game in Racer Arena pro vide d an
osphere of high hopes and energy as the Race rs
to prove themselves In high-caliber basketball and
fans cheered them on.
by TIM NOLCOX

'"

Racers lose chanc~ t9i topple
national powerl)ouse at home
JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Sports Editor

I

Any coach will tell you that on any given
night even the best team on the court can ~t
beat.
Tuesday night, Murray State U~versity
was the better team, and they were beaten.
The University of Texas limped into Racer
Arena, losing five games in a row and
missing four of its top players. That had to
give Murray State an unusual edge against a
usually high-powered division 1 team.
And playing in front of a home-crowd of
5,092, the Racers had the odds on their aide.
In the end, though, the score, 79-74, was on
Texas' side, and a high-spirited crowd went
home quieted and stunned.
Murray jumped on the ball early, forcing a
second tip-off as Murray tried to deny the
Longhorns control of the ball. While Texas
won the second tip-off, Murray scored the first
points when Frank Allen took a blocked shot
and put it in for a lay-up.
It was all Murray for the next 14 minutes.
Maurice Cannon sparked a three-point
scoring frenzy four minutes into the game.
Four out of the next five field goals Murray
scored were from the three-point line, and
Frank Allen provided the touch.
A hot-handed offense was not the only
Murray team seen around their goal. Scott
Edgar forced Texas into a full-court game
with his defense. With Cederic Gumm
guarding Tommy Penders, son of Texas'
head coach, the Longhorns were slow moving
the ball past half-court and forced into a lot of
turnovers.
While Murray was playing team ball with
excellent passing and scoring from all over
the court, the air went out of the team when
Allen sat down with his second foul with eight
minutes left in the half.
Gumm continued to play tenaciously for
Murray, as did Marcus Brown, but Texas
began to control the offensive boards and
score on second shots.
With two minutes left in the half, Texas cut
Murray's lead to one point. With a little help
from a Longhorn foul and a Cannon threepointer, Murray escaped the half with a sixpoint lead.
"We had a lot of opportunities in the first
half to put the game away and we did not do

I

I
'
1-

•

'I
II

it," said Scott Sevilla, Murray's starting
forward.
The second half started much the way the
first half finished, with a rejuvinated Texas
~ad keeping the game close.
Many times Murray showed signs they
might pull away and regain control of the
game, but Texas would fight back and keep
the game within reach.
Even Antwan Hoard's dunk could not
spark a Murray team that was heading
toward a disappointing loss.
With 9:30 left in the game, Brown was
called for his fifth foul, and Murray
struggled from there. Within two minutes,
Texas had tied the game and had the home
crowd holding its breath until the end.
In the last minute, Murray was ahead by
one point when Michael Richar4son, Texas'
starting forward, went to the free-throw line.
He hit both shots giving Texas the lead.
Murray brought the ball down only to lose it
with 26 seconds left.
Again Richardson went to the free-throw
line, missing both shots. For Murray though,
rebounding was not its trademark Tuesday
and it showed as Texas got the rebound from
Richardson's missed second shot.
Cannon fouled Penders, who hit his two free
throws, giving Texas a three-point lead.
In the last seconds, Allen was given a last
chance to tie the game, but his three-point
attempt bounced off the rim into the hands of
Texas. Richardson added his last two points
on a lay-up, giving him 35 for the night.
' After the game Edgar said many people will
remember the last minute ·as the point where
Murray lost, but he said his team gave up
many second-shots all night which allowed
the Longhorns to stay close.
"I am very disappointed in my team," he
said.
Edgar said despite Texas missing many of
its star players, he was impressed with the
backcourt of Richardson and Tony Watson,
Texas' starting guard.
"We won't see another backcourt like
Watson or RiChardson," he said.
While the loss sends Murray to 8-7 overall,
it does not hurt their conference record, which
they will have the chance to improve Saturday
night against Eastern Kentucky University.
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Carr Health provides students with a variety of
physical fitness facilities. Among them, students
are free to use the pool during these scheduled
hours:
Tuesday & Thursday
Sunday
11 :30 am. - 12:30 p.m. lapswim
2 · 4 p.m. open swim
12:30 - 1:30 p.m . open swim
Saturday
Monday - Friday
1 - 3 p.m. open swim
7:30 - 8:30a.m. lap swim
4:30 - 6:30 p.m. lap swim
Sunday
6:30 - 8:30 p.m. open swim
2 • 4 p.m. open swim
Source: CARR HEALTH BUILDING
Graphic by HEATHER BEGLEY

No softba ll?

For the past year, Murray State University
has wrestled with the Ohio Valley Conference
mandate to provide women's softball.
But with legislation passed by the OVC presi·
dents last week atthe NCAA meeting in Dallas,
softball may be gone before it arrived.
The OVC requrements now state schools
must only have six men's and six women's
sports, four of which each university gets to
choose.
Story on page 14
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Racer of the Week

Cederic Gumm, a six-foot junior
guard from Bowling Green, has been
named Racer of the Week by The
Murray State News.
Gumm, who is currently starting at
guard, play a total of 68 minutes in two
games, scoring 23 points against Southeast Missouri STate University and 17
against the University of Texas. Playing at SEMO, Gumm was perfect from
the three-point line.
When Gumm was not scoring, he
was playing tenacious man-to-man
defense, recording three steals in the
two games.

Cederlc Gumm
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SCOREBOARD
SPORTS NOTEBOOK

Men's

Women's

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball - - - - - -

Men's Conf erence Standings
(Through J anuary 17)

Newton resigns
Steve Newton, head coach for the University of South
Carolina's men's basketball program, announced Monday he
will step down at the end of t he season.
Newton's program has come under scrutiny by the NCAA
this season for alleged recruiting violations involving a
junior college transfer and a high school prospect. South
Carolina has maintained that the violations are secondary
since they did not put the school at an advantage.
Newton said he had no knowledge of the violations at the
time they were committed, but as head coach he has to take
the responsibility for his assistants' actions.
Newton, Scott Edgar's predecessor, will remain at South
Carolina as assistant athletic director for the remaining two
years of his contract.

~------~------------~w
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Tennessee State
Tennessee T ech
Murray State
Eastern K entucky
M iddle T enne ssee State
Southe ast M issouri State
Tennesse e-Martin
Morehead State
A ustin Peay

Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri State
T ennessee State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray S t ate
Austin Peay
Tennessee-Martin

4 ·0

4-0

1.000

W4

3-1
2·1
1·2
1·2
0-2
0-3

.750
.667
.333
.333
.000
.000
.000

W2
IN2
L1

0-4

L2

L2
L3

l4

.

The Murray State Horseman's Club will sponsor a Team
Penning at the West Kentucky Exposition Center Jan. 23 at
• 1 p.m.
Approximately 150 teams are expected to participate in
feature open, mixed and novice classes. Open and mixed
teams will compete for 50 percent of the jackpot money plus a
• $500 purse added to the open class and $100 added to the
mixed class. Entry fees are $75.00 and $45.00 respectively
plus a $15.00 cattle charge. Entry fees for the novice is
$30.00 for riders not having won over $150.00.

4-0
2-1

1.000
.667

W4
L1

2-1

.667
.600
.500
.333
.250

W2
L2
IN2

3 -2

2·2
1·2
1·3

1-3

250

0-2

.000

Results of satun:tay'• game at SoutiHM« Ml•.ourt.

Results of Saturday's game at SouthBast Missouri.

Murray Sa.te University
Southeast Mluourt Sa.te University

Murray Stat e Univer si ty
Southeast Missouri State University

111
89

lndlyldual Ltadtra

• Club to host fundraiser

W1

L1
l3
L2

67
70

Individual Leod ers
MSU 24·54 (.444), 3·10 (.300), 16-21 (.762); Pearson 1·4, 0.0, 0·1, 2; Snell3-7, 1· 2,
2-2, 9; Shelton 1·1 , 0· 0, 0.0, 2; Parker 7-14, 1-2. 9-9, 24; Csdwell 2·8, 0-1, 1-5, 5;
Gray 1·2, 0.(), 0·0, 2; Gallimore 3·5,
0-0, 6 ; Shelton 2·8, 1·5, 2·2, 7, Haberer 4·5,
0.(), 2·2, 10.
SEMO 21-61 (. 344), 2-4 (.500), 26-35 (.743); Meier 4·13, 2-4, 3·3, 13; Harris 4-11, 0·
0, 7-12, 15; Moms Q-4, 0.(), 4-4, 4; Muskgrow 4-11, 0.0, 9-10, 17; Holland 1·3, o-o, O·
0, 2; Granderson 3·7. 0.0. 0.(), 6; Westman 4-9, 0.0, 2-3, 10.
HALFTIME • MSU
SEMO 33.

o-o,

33,

ASSISTS · MSU 16, CadweH 7, Parker 4, GaiDmore 2, 5ne112, PeaJson 1.
SEMO 13, Meier 8, Musl<grow 3, Harris 2, Holland 2.

ASSISTS - IISU 19, C8nnoo 5, Walden 5, Allen 5, Brown 3, Teague 1.
SEMO 21. Frelhwataf 7. Senfol'd 6, Lake 3. Wofford 3 , Crain 1, Slslev 1.

REBOUNDS • MSU 43, Snell 10, Pearson 4, Parker 4, Haberer 3, Shelton 3,
REBOUNDS - MSU 29, James 7, Gumm 5, TelQI8 4, Brown 4, Hoard 2, Wilson 2, CadWel 3, Shelton 2. Gray 1, Gallimore 1.
Ctwlnon 1 , Slv!Hs 1, Allen 1, Walden 1.
SEMO 39, Harris 15, Meier 4, Holland 4, Westman 4, Muskgrow 3, l'larrls 3,
SEMO 39, D8ft<e 14, Bonds 6, Sisley 5, Lake 4, Freshwater 3, Wofford 3, Crain 1. Gtanderson 2, Morris 2.
Sanford 1.
TOTAL FOULS • MSU 26, Shelton 5, Snell 5, Pearson 3, Parker 3, Cadwell 3,
Results ol TUCNdlty'• glllf» at Racer Antna.
Shelton 3, Arnold 1, Gray 1, GaiUmore 1, Haberer 1.
SEMO 21, Meier 4. Hams 4, Muskgrow 4, Holland 3. Harris 3, Morris 2, Westman 1.
University of Tex. .
71
STEALS · MSU 7, Snell3, Shelton 1, Cadwen 1, Lassiter 1, Haberer 1.
Murray Sa.te University
74
SEMO 10, Holland 5, Meier 2, Hams 2, Morris 1.

lndlyldu•l Ltldlra
MSU 23-52 (.442), 7-20 (.350), 21 ·23 (.677); Teague~. 0·0, 3-4, 3; Gunm 6-11, 1·
4, 4-6, 17; Brown 1·2, 0-1, 6-6, 8; Wll8on 3·8, ~. 5· 9, 11; Hoard 1-4, o-o, 0-0, 2;
c.mon 3-8, 2-8, 1·2. 9; Allen 7-17,4-9, 2-2, 20; SMits 1-1 , o-o, o-o, 2; James 1-2, 0·
o. Q-2, 2.
TEXAS 25-59 (.424), 7·16 (.438), 22-34 (.647); Quar1es 0-2, 0.0, 0.0, 0; Coleman 1-

Week In Preview
• Indoor trac k . at A rkansas State Invitational, Sat., Jonesboro, Ark.

BLOCKS· MSU 5, Shelton 4, cadwell 1.
SEMO 2, Meier 1, Westman 1.

Aren a,

lntrafraterojty Current Standings
1.
Lambda Chi Alpha
2.
Alpha Tau Omega
3.
Alpha Gamma Rho
4.
Pi Kappa Alpha
5.
Sigma Chi
'JdJ oJLJ.r
6.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
7.
Sigma Pi

HALFTIME • MSU 44, Texas 38.
Arena,

ASSISTS - MSU 11, C8nnon 3, Hoard 2, Gumm 2, Bunell 1, Allen 1, James 1,

Arena.

TEXAS 9. Richardton 2, Wataon 2, Penders 2, Hlll 1, Coleman 1, Houston 1.

Arena,

REBOUNDS - MSU 34, Jamea 5, Busaell5, WHaon 5 , Allen 3, Cannon 3, Hoard 3,
SMI8 2, Teague 1, Gumm 1, Walden 1.
TEXAS 43, Richardson 11, Houston 11 , Lockrtdge 5, Hill 4, Chaplain 3, Quarles 3,
Pendera 2, Wat10n 2, Sand8tacl1.

I

lntramurals

2, 1-2, ~. 3; HI 3·5, 1·2, ~. 11 ; Pendera 2-8, 1-3, 4-4, 9; Walton 4-9, 1-3, 1-1, 10;
Rlct\ardaon 11·28, 3-8, 10-17, 35; Chapllm ~. ~. 1.0, 1; Houlton 0-3, ~. 2-3, 2;
lodo1dge 3·3, ~. o-o, &; Sand8lad 1-1. o-o. ~. 2.

~ • Women ' s basketball. Eastern Ke ntucky U niversity at Racer A rena ,

Sat ., 5:15p.m .
, • Men' s basketball. Eastern Ke ntucky University at Racer
Sat., 7:30 p .m .
• Women ' s basketball. Morehead State University at Racer
Mon .• 5:15p.m .
• Men' s basketball. Morehead State University at Racer
Mon., 8:30 p .m .
• • Women ' s basketball. Eastern Illinois University at Racer
• Wed .• 7 p .m .

--------------------~w~
-L

IISU - 33-56 (..588), 11·13 (.846), 34-37 (.723); cannon 8-12, 4·5, &-10, 29; SMIIa 0·
o, o-o, 1·2. 1; WHaon 1-5, ~. 2· 2, 4; aunm 7-11, 3-s. ~. 23; Allen 2-6, 1-1, 2·2, 7·
Teague 1·2. ~. 1·2, 3, Brown 3-<4, 3-3, 8-9, 17; Hoard 4-4, ~. 14-10 , 12; Bussen 3·
5, 0·0, ~. 6; James4-6, ~. 2·2. 10; Welden 0-1, o-1, o-o, 0.
SEMO • 30-60 (.500), 7-17 (.412), 26-.43 (.851); Wolford 2·7, 1-2, 7-11 , 12; Sisley 48, ~. 2-5, 10; Bonds 5-8,0-1. 2-2, 12; Shelton 0·2, 0-1. 2-2, 2; Lake 9-15, 5-9, 8-9.
31 ; Freshwater 2-4, 0·1, ~. 4; Sanford 2-7, 1-3, 1-3, 6; Crain 2·5, 0.0, 1·2, 5; Derks
4-6, ~. 5-9, 13.
HALFTIME· MSU 54, SEMO 39.

Equestrian - - - - - - ~

__________.1.ec~T
__________~s~~~~e~
~
000
W4

Women's Conference Standings
(Through January 17)

SMins 1.

Panhellenjc Current Standings
1.
Sigma Sigma Sigma

2.
3.

Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Sigma Alpha

4.
5.

Alpha Omega Pi
Alpha Delta Pi

The numbers behind the action
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GLASSIFmDS

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

'7-A.X Sportswear would like to

ZAA Sporstwear is here for all
of your custom screenprlnUng
needs. Whatever lhe occaslon, no minimums and volume discounts. It you need T •
Shirts, Sweatshirts, or anything
else for your organization, give
us a call at 759-4180 or come
see us at 104 N t5th Street,
Right across from Sparks Hall.

SPRING BREAK '93. EARN
FREE TRies AND CASH!!
CAMPUS REPS WANTED TO
PROMOTE THE #1 SPRING
BREAK DESTINATIONS,
DAYTONA BEACH AND
PANAMA CITY. BEST OR·
GANIZED, BEST PRICE ON
CAMPUS. CALL 1· 800-6673378.

CAM P
COUNSELORS
WANTED· Magnificent ooed
weight loss. All sports, crafts,
sewing, ceramics, computers,
WSis, theatre, piano, dance,
aerobics, weight training, ri·
ftery, backpacking, kitchen,
office. Camp Shane, Ferndale,
NY l2734. 212·8n-4644.

SAA Mudballls comlngl Prepare to get down and dirtyl

Tumbling Instructor needed in
Benton. Gymnastics experience required. For more Information call527 ·5541.

~ank

the women of ALPHA
P MICRON PI for giving us the
t)ppc>rtunlty 10 print the sweatfor Red Rose Formal.
We hope you all like them!

:srnrts

"z.Ax Sportswear is open and

~eady 10 serve the students of
<Murray State University. Come
)n and see our large selection
t)f Murray State and Greek
apparel. We are located right

next to Wingtoot Golf and di.-ectly across from Sparks Hall.

Sugar Lump, "Please don't go,
'cause I'm gonna miss your

'ZJ.:I. Sportswear would like to

Iovin' the minute you walk out
that door; quolh K.C. and the
Sunshine Band, nevermore. •
Honey Muffin

·thank everyone who helped us
get ready for lhls semester.
Ray, Chris, Leslie, Shelley

FOR SALE

thanks a bunch.

Waterbed, King, Bookcase,
Headboard, ~
"''--.....ts, Cover,
$175. Fouton, Full Slze, $75.
Call247-8808.

Hey Greeks, You finally have a
: choice! ZAXSportswearisvnur
~-• best choice for all your Greek
• needs! Across from Sparks
: HaU,rightnexttoWangtoot Golfl

Used furniture, antiques, glassware,avon productsandmore.
Jane'aAttlo,SouthsideotCourt
Square.

The staff of The Murray State
· New s wisheseveryonea great
: semester!

Campus
representative
needed by sportswear com pany 10 sell to fraternities and
sororities. Average$50to$100
working one night per week.
Caii 1-B00-242-8104.
EARN $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE 10: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. AZ§.
P.O. Box 1779, Denham
Springs, LA 70727. •

Want to hire hand tor electric
fence larm maintenance. Farm
located at Lynnville, KY. Pay
is $5 per hour. Must have
experience. Phone 382·2798
or 382·2322 after 7 p.m.

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION MODELS
fgwienca ,

reqe ejremept

I

.9L{plia_f})e{ta Pi

You c:au6d b e - oiOYer too
...... cllnllgGine atiOOb in
'Gilmour Modela' t gg:)

would like to welcon1e
everyone
~ack for the spring
sem.ester!

M.,.m. Model Betreh
apclf'IIOfed by : PRO IMAGBS,

AVON A M..OONALDS

OCher pomoOonal oppotUlilies
8V4illble.

NOTICE

Cal: 8lm • 8 pm
w~ Staftord

SPRING BREAK! Panama City
Beach. Quality Accommoda·
lions on the Beach! Only$119
per person. Call Amy at 759·
9449or 1·800-998-TRIP.

437-4041

(jood Luc/(f!

,..~ :

"Oia-•r Mo4ell"

.-:

The Advertising Club will meet
'Mo4el

at 4 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 29
in Wilson 213. The AMA St
Louis trip will be discussed. All
member need to attend.

S..n~

Mapz;..•
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RATES
With MSU 10: 15¢ per word
Without MSU 10: 20¢ per word

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY .
Deadline.._ Wldnllday at noon

GREEK/PERSONALS
ROOMiotATES
BUSINESS

SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HB.PWANTED

Every word over twenty words
With MSU 10: 1OJ per word
Without MSU 10: 1~ per word

Place your classlfieds In room 111 of Wilson Hall or send them to
Murray State University, 111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
, . . , . , . . , llllquftd •

LOST &R>UND
RIDES

t
•

MISC.

•

.

NOTICE
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Golden opportunities
are made of silver.
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fessionals choose to wear
the silver emblem of the
A ir Force nurse. Bachelor's degree required

"- ~
........_

•

Dixieland Center 75 -1972

Golden nur smg opportunities
come With the silver Air Force emblem.
Indeed, the Air Force shapes a sophisticated medical environment that helps you
learn, advances your education and develops your professionalism to a higher
standard. Discover travel. excitement . •.
and the nspect you 'll know servmg your

,.
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STOFF

Transfers

Environmental shirts

Affordable gifts!

,Cii•llhZ•U lee e. e e ~ e e. e e e•. COUPON •••••••••••

•e

•

Greek Lettering
Humorous tees

[TealneJ

J ack Daniels

••
••ee

$1 off

all caps & shirts

Harley Davidson

and much more!

I
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the Board "to consider salary
increases and to ensure that
those incl'eases be adequate
COntinued from Page 1
for even the lowest paid
campus community work employee to purchase the best
together to address and insurance
coverage
resolve current financial available .''
issues, including that of
The Congress said the
health insurance. . .
Board
should keep insurance
affordable health care for all
funding
a level where an
employees
should
be Option at
A
or B plan is
provided.
obtainable
by
an employees
"The proposed co-payment
and
Option
C
should
be used
may
well
increase
as
a
last
resort.
significant 1y
and
Also, the Congress stated
indefinitely after the first six
any
employee opting out of
months. This will have an
adverse effect on employees, the program should be
especially those with lower required to show proof of
pay," according to Faculty coverage under another
program.
Senate.
The Senate also said co·
The
Insurance
and
payment should not be Benefits Commjttee also
imposed until the two percent made recommendations to
salary cut is restored.
the Board.
Staff Congress encouraged
The Committee said cost to

OPTIONS

REGENTS

Regent Bob Matthews
disagreed, saying "I think
the merit system is not tied
Continued from Page 1
into
the
2
percent
Student Regent Todd reimplementation of salary.''
M any
of
the
Logsdon said he would still
like to see a definite plan to administration's responses
increase student employment to the Regents' mandate for
change were not creative
by some percentage.
Kurth then requested that enough, Faculty Regent
Logsdon and the other Frank Julian said.
Regents should point out
"A lot of what we would put
which full-time jobs should in a plan in the past has been
be given to part-time student so bland that they're
employees..
something a good University
Gamble responded by would be doing anyway,"
saying
that
is
the J ulian said. "I hope that we
responsibility
of the are bold. That we attempt
administration, not the bold steps. This (the
board.
administration's response)
The
discussion
of is a good first step, but I have
revamping faculty merit pay a lot of concerns."
increases
and
the
In other business, the
reimplementation of the the Regents were presented an
faculty and staffs 2 percent . in-dapth look at health care
pay cut grew heated at one co:v,.r•ge. The University,
point between the Regentt which trorrently fully funds
themselves.
health care coverage for full"1 will vote no on restoring time
employees,
is
the 2 percent (pay cut) until considering approval of a
we have a merit system," plan at its February meeting
that could require families
Regent Wells Lovett, said.

employees for Option A
should remain affordable
with efforts made to ensure
m1n tmum escalation of
employee contributions as a
percentage of total cost.
Murray State should place
a priority on subsidies for
family
coverage .
Cost
containment incentives
should continue to be
explored with a commitment
made by Murray State to
implement and incentives
for
health-promoting
behavior among employees
should be identified and
implemented, according to
the committee.
Gordon said health care
was a statewide problem, not
just local.
"Health care costs have
escalated to the point that you
have to look at ways to
contain the costs," she said.

wanting full coverage to pay
up to $3,500 each year, said
Joyce Gordon, director of
personnel services .
One concern of staff
members at Murray State is
that some employees making
less than $15,000, might
decide to do without health
care rather than pay high
costs.
"If an employee opts out of
insurance they should be
required to show proof of
insurance somewhere else,"
Staff Congress President
Debbie Wagoner said.
A lot of employees who
make less than $15,000 are
single-parent families who
would rather drop their
insurance than pay those copayments and we'll see them
down at the health center
with their health cards and
we'll end up paying for that
one way or the other through
the state," she said. ''You can
only cut benefits and pay so
far before people can't atrord
to live."

REGISTRATION BLUES
Brent Thompson, a junior art major from Murray, was one of many student workers
helping direct students through the many registration lines last week at the Currls
Center.

'lime for
The
Murray

Stat£

News

RES E R VE

O FFI C ERS '

TRAINING

CORPS

ratulations

PREREOmSITE: ADRENALINE
Dnve l ntensuy. Those aren 't word s
ac ter. aelf·con rid ence and d ects1on·
you re l tk ety to see tn many course
makmo 1 k all1. Aga1n word• ot hel
requueme niS. Th en agatn. Army ROTC
courses aeldom uu. But they 're the
11 unhke any othe r elecuve. It's
c re dns you need to succeed m ble.
hands·on excnement ROTC w1ll _.....__ ROTC is open to freshmen ilnd
challenqe you mentally and phyat·
sophomores w n hout obh9&t1onand
cally throuQh Intense leadershtp
requtres about 4 hours per week .
Re g1ater this term lor Army ROTC .
tra an ano Tllunang that butl ds c har·

ARMY ROTC
TBE SMARTEST CCII mE
COURSE IOU CU'IUE.
FOR MORE INFORMA'I .1.u. \.i ..,..,\ .tAC'I:
CAPTAIN TODD HARRISON
(502) 762-4123

